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Every one Is as Cod made him, and —
—■ often a great deal nurse —Cervantes. •*
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The band concert on the Children’s
Playground Sunday afternoon was
fully up to the promised standard,
but the slim attendance was rather
discouraging to those who like to
have municipal music made a per
manent feature.
Too bad!

The schooner Rebecca G. Whildin,
one of the oldest of her type in ac
tive serivee, built nearly threequarters of a century ago, has just
changed ownership in Boston, having
been sold by W. M. Munroe & Co. of
that port to Capt. Magnus Benjamin
of East Boston, who will continue to
operate her in the general coasting,
business. The schooner is now on
her way from New York to Robinston, Me., with coal, and is fixed to
take laths from Big Bass River, N.
S„ to New York for the next voyage.
The Whildin registers 189 tons, was
built at Milford, Del., in 1853, and re
constructed in 1886. For. many years
she hailed from Calais and was em
ployed in carrying lumber from that
port to New York, returning with
coal.
ln spite of her years the
schooner is reported to be in excel
lent condition, and barring accident
should tie able to round out a cen
tury.
SPEAKING, OR SPANKING?

FEATHER MATTRESSES
Have your Feather Bede made in
up-to-date feather folding mat"
tresa, one tide summer, other aide
winter. Also renovate all kinds of
fancy pillows. If interested, tele
phone 25-5.
64-73

A. F. IRELAND, Thomaston

Mr. Gardner, if he is to function as
a spellbinder,in the campaign, needs
to he taken out into the hack yard
and given a lesson ill public speaking
by some of his more cultured and
more progressive colleagues.—Press
Herald.

HONEST ALL THROUGH
A Genuine Quartered Oak Dining Suite That IS
Quartered—every inch of it
Buffet 60 inch, Table, China Closet, for an even

$100.00
If you wish you can have the NINE-PIECE SET—
Buffet, Table, China Closet and six Genuine
Leather Seat Chairs, for—

$121.60
THIS IS A REAL BUY

V. F. Studley Inc.
283 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND, ME.

V'"!

The Winchester Store •

Wherever you go •

you need a Flashlight
When you pack your traveling bag be sure to put
in a flashlight. You will need it many times. The
convenience of a flashlight in the emergencies
every traveler meets is worth many times its cost.

We have the best flashlights- -Winchester.
not get yours this week?

Why

out
door flashlight. Shoots a
beam of light 300 feet. An
ideal light for the motorists.
Focusing

Winchester

When your Battery plays out
refill with a Winchester.

Type—The

Standard

Type—

A popular flashlight for genl-al use.
Patented safety
switch. Either nickel or fiber
case.

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
the

WNCHCSTER

store

One customer who buys our granite by the carload writes:
“I consider your Lincolnville Granite the best in the State,
for monumental work.”
Let us prove to you that it is the best for hammered dies and

bases

Insist on the genuin Lincolnville granite for all bases,

whether hammered or reck faced.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
Dealers ir. All Kinde of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
Telephone Connection
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his man at first. Newbert was an
WHAT YOUR TOWN IS
easy out on a grounder to Frank
Stewart. Stone fanned. No runs,
It Is What You Have Made
no hits, no errors.
Ludwig was
Held the Thomaston Champions To a Score Represented thrown out at first by Feehan, Mayor Snow Asks Them To Help Solve School Hous
It—Cities Do Not Build
Knights flied to Feehan and Cameron
ing Problem—Some Prompt Replies.
By a Large Round Figure—Up-Rising of the Orange fanned. No runs, no hits, no errors.
Themselves.
Fifth Inning:
Hall fanned, Teel
and Black Delights Local Fans.
flied to Rising, Vinal fanned. No
'
Calvin B. Brown, chief of the orruns, no hits, no errors. Rising and
In four Rockland pulpits Sunday of trustees of the Congregational gan|zation service burepu of the U. S.
Massalln fanned, Thornton popped was read a letter from Mayor Snow church, who wrote:
Chamber of Commerce, spoke in
* | In order that the fans might come to up a fly to Teel. No runs, no hits,
“Anticipating the necessity of pro
relative to the problem which con viding temporary class rooms while Bangor last week, and what he said
• Rockland and see this crucial con no errors.
there makes good listening for any
I SAW BERT THORNDIKE
test.
Sixth inning: Sawyer and Grafton fronts the city in taking care of i the new High School building was good citizen.
From the far corners of the county fanned, Condon flied to Murphy. No school arrangements during the com being built, and realizing the diftiHere are some of the striking sen
at
the
Rockland-Thomaston
they came—baseball fans who had runs, no hits, no errors. Fred Stew- [ng school year. This letter was ad-I eulty of obtaining such quarters
tences:
game Saturday, and he must
only an impartial interest in the re art fanned. Murphy reached first on
trustees and' otherwise, the board of trustees of
A Chamber of Commerce is a busi
have been vastly interested for
sult, but whose curiosity had been Grafton’s error, but was forced at dressed to the pastors,
1 the Congregational Parish at a meet ness organization that succeeds to
parishioners
of
the
Methodist
Episco

he stood two hours on an im
ing recently held voted to tender to the extent that it is organized and
whetted by The Courier-Gazette's re- .second on Frank Stewart's grounder
provised stool—a patient stunt
ports, and who wanted to see if the , to Stone. Stewart stole second and pal, Universalist, First Baptist and you and your associates on the Board
buglnesg „nes.
which none but a veteran fish
Congregational
churches,
and
the
fol

two pitchers and two teams were as , third, but Ludwig fanned. No runs,
of Education the use of the vestries
The Chamber of Commerce treats
erman could have performed.
good as the paper had said. When | no hits, one error.
lowing is the text of it:
in the church building at such time the town as a business and civic
As a ball player Bert was one
the smoke cleared away they de- I Seventh inning:
Feehan fanned,
and for such purposes as their use
unit or plant. It directs its activities
cf the idols of my youthful
As individuals you are probably might lie desired.
parted for their distant homes well , Newbert tripled, but was declared out
to improving the output and con
days, and those who have seen
“Since this action was taken, a
convinced that the matter had not because of interference by the coach; aware that a serious problem con
ditions in the plant.
him in action against the Vibeen exaggerated.
Stone reached first when Stewart fronts the community, namely, the communication from you similar to
One may he a good man, but he
nalhaven Old Timers know that
Automobiles !
Gee. gosh !
Did failed to hold a ball thrown across housing of the High School student that directed to the other church or
is not a good citizen unless he takes
he still has a “kick” left. He is
you ever see so many in Rockland at the diamond on a bound; Hall was body for the 1924-1925 sessions. No ganizations, as we understand, was
an interest in his own town.
a valuable fixture in the federal
one time. The spacious ball park out on a beautiful foul catch by satisfactory solution for this problem received and read from the pulpit,
Cities do not build themselves;
building as deputy collector of
overflowed with them, and in order. Frank Stewart. No runs, one hit, one has been found as yet and it is ex and compliance with the request
men build cities, and organized ef
customs, but he is also a wizard
to get parking space many motorists 1 error.
Knights singled, Grafton tremely desirable that a definite con warmly advocated by the pastor. This fort. well planted and well directed,
with antiques (meaning no re
were obliged to anchor as far north erred on Cameron’s grounder and clusion should be reached prior to the was well received, and thus far there
flection on the Old Timers).—
has been an utter absence of ohder 3 | can accomplish great things.
as Maverick street and as far south Knights scored on Rising’s single. closing of school on the 13th inst.
In every city there is a potential
The Sporting Editor.
tion, and on behalf of the church,
Other
courses
failing
of
result,
it
as Talbot avenue. There was every Rising was eaught at first, Massalln
force for community betterment and
and
at
the
request
of
the
board
of
becomes
my
duty
us
Mayor
to
appeal
thing from a tin Lizzie, so old that fanned, and Thornton was out, Fee
It is a function of the Chamber of
it refused to show its teeth: to an han to Newbert. One run, two hits, to those institutions whose property trustees, it is with pleasure that 1
is physically adaptable to school offer the vestries for the use of the Commerce to rally, organize and di
aristocratic limousine, which ever and one error.
The League Standing
rect that force.
Eighth inning: Teel grounded out, necessities, and whose interest in the High School if same are found de
Having defeated Thomaston, Sat anon turned up its nose at such un
A Chamber of Commerce is not or
urday, Rockland High has only to wonted bed fellows. Looking over Thornton to Frank Stewart, Vinal youth of this city is beyond question, sirable.”
Pratt Memorial M. E. church has ganized and conducted in the inter
win Thursday's game from Camden this sea of cars one could not help and Sawyer fanned. No runs, no amounting, in fact, to a moral obli
taken favorable action on the matter est of any particular group, hut the
hits, no errors. Fred Stewart flied gation.
in order to tie for the championship
and the trustees empowered A. W. yard stick !by which its activities is
Will
the
several
churches,
there

to
Hall,
Murphy
singled
and
went
of the Knox and Lincoln League.
Gregory to notify Mayor Snow that measured is the yard stick of comfore,
consider
setting
apart
a
suit

second
on
a
wild
pitch,
Frank
Stew

Comes now the all-important ques
its accommodations were ( at tl,e munity good.
able
room
or
rooms
for
school
pur

art
flied
to
Teel,
Ludwig
flied
to
tion—will there be a rubber game?
Programs of. activities should be
city’s disposal.
poses,
the
City,
of
course,
becoming
Sawyer.
No
runs,
one
hit,
no
errors.
The Sporting Editor understands
left short, practical, definite and timely.
The
Universalist
church
has
responsible
for
heat,
light,
janitor
Ninth
inning:
Grafton
flied
to
that Rockland is ready and willing,
Ihe
Your community does not end with
Cameron, Condon grounded out. Ris service, etc., pursuant to detailed ar the matter in the hands of
and there is no good reason why both
trustees,
who
will
take
favorable
aeyour
municipal boundary lines, hut
rangements
by
your
representatives
No
ing to Stewart, Feehan fanned
teams should not be.
From the
tion nt once, it is understood.
includes the surrounding territory
and the School Committee.
runs, no hits, no errors. Finis.
standpoint of finances it would mean
The Baptist church voted to accede which supplies you with produce and
Owing to the practical necessity of
The score:
a gold mine to them, whereas the
reaching asolution of ourdifficulties,
to the mayor’s request, leaving the from which you draw trade. All
public loyally supporting both teams
Rockland High
on orbefore June 13, an early re- arrangements In the hands of the within thia ure members of one cornthrough thick and thin has a right to
•
ab r bh tb po a
munity alike interested in its prosply to the foregoing is respectfully church trustees.
ask that it be given a run for its
Thornton, 3b .... 4 0 110 1
I perity.
---------requested.
C. F. Snow, Mayor.
money. If the'managers pass up this
Fd. Stewart, ss 4 0 0, 0 0 0
Will somebody now kindly com- ' The financing of an industry is a
opportunity it will be with ill grace
Murphy, 2b ..... 4 1112 2
The first response came from Ar- plete the painting of those one-way hanking and not a community propothat they seek the public's financial
Fk. Stewart, lb 4 0 0 0 8 0
thur L. Orne, chairman of the board signs. Would look much neater.
sition. The retail store is a com
support next spring. Fans who want
Ludwig, ef ....... 4 0 0 0 0 0
munity asset.
to see this game should rise up NOW
Knights, c ..
1 14
™*
- ....... ""T***1?
We should vision our cities as we
and SAY SO.
Cameron. If
are trying to make them .be and
of
his
March
payment.
The
tax
re

[Since the above was put in type
Rising, p .....
YOUR INCOME TAX
maining unpaid after June 15. must strive to get into the public concept
Coach Sturtevant has visited Rock
I Massalln, rf
0 0
lie paid in equal installments on or a vision of the city of the future that
land to confer with Coach Jones
5*26 ~9 T Whclt You Should Do Now before Sept. 15, and Dec. 15, re we are trying to achieve.
about a rubber game, hut Mr. Jones
32 2
The relation of government toward
spectively.
was out of town—expected home to
Thomaston High
That There Is a 25 Per In cases where taxpayers paid the iodustry is primarily that of pre
night.
Principal Sturtevant says
ab
bh tb po
full amounts of tax shown on their serving equality of opportunity for
Thomaston is perfectly willing to
Cent Reduction.
Grafton, 3b ..... 4
0 0 0
returns, refunds will be made of one- all.
play—Saturday preferred. It is now
Condon, c ......... 3
0 0 11
fourth of the amounts. It will not be
up to Rockland.]
Feehan. p ......... 3
0
Hon. Frank J. Ham, collector of necessary* for claims to be filed. In
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLING
The standing:
Newbert, lb ..... 3
1 internal revenue for the District of fact, corres|Hindence from taxpayers
Won Lost
PC.
_ .
....
«
I Stone, 2b .... .... 3
o Maine, said Friday that if a taxpay- relative to such refunds, will prob Citizen Argues For Equipping High
.875 Elmer Rising,
1 Thomaston \............ 7
the Modest Southpaw, j,a|) cf
0 er at the time he tiled his federal in- ably serve to slow down the work of
School Building With the System.
.857
1
Rockland .............. 6
Who Tamed the Lads from the Teel, ss ............. 3
1 come tax return, pair three-fourths the collector in fisting all the items
5
.285
Camden .................. 2
‘Crick.”
*
Vinal, rf ........... 3
0 of the amount of the tax reported, no and sending the necessary schedules Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
.166
Lincoln ................. 1
5
Sawyer, If ......... 2
0 further payment will be due. If he to Washington in order that the
I have requested the Grinnell Com
.166
5
Vinalhaven .......... 1
wondering which had the greater
checks may lie drawn.
-------------------------------paid one-half of the amount of the
pany to furnish me with figures
• 4 * •
valuation—the city of Ruckland or
Collector Ham states that this showing capt of equipping our new
27 0 1 3+23 8 5 tax reported, no payment will be due
Rockland 2, Thomaston 0
this equineless rolling stock.
1 —
•until Sept. 15. If he paid only one- work will be carried on is rapidly High School building with automatic
The eastern bleachers were re- • Murphy out on infield fly.
High
Rockland
E’.mer Rising.
fourth of the amount reported, he as it can be performed by his force i sprinklers and they have figured the
School's slim southpaw, made a served for the Rockland High School f Newbert out for interference by must pay on or before June 15. one- of employes.
j cost to ho $3325. I have also ascersplendid come-back on the Broadway cheering section, which was made Ul—lax
' tallied the fire insurance rate that
*Jcn'
half of the amount paid when the re
Athletic Field Saturday afternoon very largely cf effervescent bobbed ICh^land ......... 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 x—2 turn was filed. The' main point to
will he named on this building with
shutting out the hitherto unbeaten hair rooters, primed with yells and Thomaston ..... 00000000 0—0 be borne in mind is that one-half of
and without sprinkler equipment.
Thomastons. holding them to a soli- songs which were given with much
Three-base hit, Newbert. Bases on the tax due this year must have been
Without sprinkler equipment the
tary hit. which availed nothing be- gusto, under the direction or Richard balls, off Rising 2. Struck out, by paid on or before June 15.
rate will be 85 cents.
cause of the bone pulled by Conch Sidney and Eleanor Snow, Winola Rising 16, by Feehan 10.
Wild
With sprinkler equipment the rate
The usual notices have been issued
Teel, who forcibly detained the Richan and other inspired leaders,
pitches. Rising 1. Feehan 2. Passed by the collector of internal revenue
will be 25 cents.
runner on the third when the latter
Far down, on the third base line ball, Condon. Hit by pitcher. Fee reminding income tax payers that
The Grinnell Company wifi offer a
would have attempted to stretch his was another wildly demonstrative han. Stolen bases. Frank Stewart the second installment of tax is due
contract that will guarante the 23
three bagger into a circuit clout, group made up of Thomaston High 2, Condon.
Umpires, Kennedy of June 15. Of special interest to tax
cent rate. Aside from all other con
Not only do the rules say that a School, under the leadership of the Camden, on balls and strikes; on payers is the provision carried in the
sideration this installation will prove
base runner is out, on account of energetic and ii ripressilde Georgia bases. Charles Wotton of Rockland. new revenue law to the effect that
an excellent investment financially
such interference, but Umpire Ken Wyllie. They stuck to their guns Scorer, Winslow,
as I will show by the following fig
the tax on income received by indi•• •• •’ .•
nedy had distinctly announced to both until the last man was out and the
ures:
viduals in calendar year 1923, will be
teams before the game that the rule tangled skein of motor cars had l<eW. C. Robinson deserved a special reduced by 25 per cent. This means
Rate
on
school
without
would he strictly enforced. It was gun to untangle.
prize Saturday for coming all the way that every indvidual who is subject
sprinklers 85c on $125,000,
“
Of
the
People
--------------------------------------------------------- Another feature appertaining tf
from Gardiner to see the Rockland- to income tax will be relieved of onevalue cost of insurance,
$1062.50
the game, but not of It, was the re Thomastnn game, especially as he fourth of the tax liability which he
Rate on school with cotnBy the . People
freshment booth conducted by the had a home game of much interest, reported on the return filed on or
’ plete sprinkler equipment 25c
Parent-Teacher Association. Man's ”1 have been reading about these prior to March "15, or if the tax was
j on $125,000, value cost of In
For the People”
memory runneth not back to the timi two teams in The Courier-Gazette." paid in full that he will receive a resurance,
312.50
Lincoln's well-known words apply
when so many hot dogs, frigid cones said Bill, “and 1 wanted to see the fund of one-fourth of his payment,
Saving in
insurance petand fizzing pop were ever sold in fun.”
The former Warren ballTaxpayers who paid only onewith particular force to Loan and
year,
750.00
Rockland within three-hour limits, player and chronic ball fan is now a fourth of their tax in March, howLess cost of water for 4 in.
Building Associations.
Had Union fair skun a mile.
prosperous merchant over on
the ever, should not make the mistake of
connection,
80.00
The people who place their funds
• • • •
Kennebec, but he is one of the live- thinking they may tqke credit for
In this institution own it in pro
Oh. yes. there was a ball game, too best boosters for Knox county that the full 25 per cent reduction at once
Net saving per year,
$ 670.00
Most forgot thrt, being so busyrub- can be found in a week’s search. And and not pay anything when the secportion to their holdings.
If $3325 Is borrowed nt 6% and sav
berln’ around.
when Rockland plays in Togus this ond installment becomes due. The
ing In inRurunce is used each year to
They control its affairs.
Thomaston was first at bat—Graf- summer heres betting that Bill will new law provides that the 25 per
pay off this loan there will remain
ton walked confidently to the plate, be right there in the stand and that cent reduction shall be pro-rated
They benefit by our home-own
$43.13 to lie paid at the end of the
hut to the delight of the Rockland his lusty voicewill be raised for the over all four installments. For in
6th year: from then on there will lie
ership service and share in all our
fans only gave an exhibition of how Limerock city lads.
stance, if an individual reported a
an annual saving to the city of $670.
earnings.
compressed air is operated. And then j
.
» « » •
| tax of $100 on his return, he can
I contend, aside from any saving
came Condon, who outwaited the1 The big crowd was handled so ad- consider that the new law has rein cost of insurance and wholly from
“We save together
Rising boy and deadheaded it to mirably Saturday that the Sporting dueed his tax to $75. If he paid $35,
a safety standpoint for our school
We lend to each other
first. From that mooring he skipped Editor dislikes to criticise, hut it or one-fourth of tne amount re
children, that the city cannot afford
We divide the profits.”
blithely to second. The first ball would have been a little more eour- ported when he tiled his return, then
to go without this sprinkler equip
pitched to Feehan was wide of the teous if one of the stands had been he must pay $12.50 on or before June
ment, and I strongly urge that you
The whole plan is safeguarded by
plate, and struck the Thomaston reserved for the Thomaston cheering 15. This anjount, together with the
do everything in your power to have
wise State laws, regulations and
pitcher in the middle of the back. It section.
$25 previously paid, will make up
this system installed.
waij a minute or two before he was I
« » « •
one-half of the $75.
inspections, in order to fully pro
Ta
G. W. Roberts.
able
to
take
his
base,
and
everybody
At
last
accounts
Mr.
Fixit
Teel
has
A
simple
way
for
a
taxpayer
to
artect the interests of all.
Umpire Wotton, plus a Few Thomas
applauded
when
he
cantered
down
not
been
over
to
Chisholm's
telling
rive
at
the
amount
of
his
June
payton Friends.
The brick sidewalk on the northerly
the base path. Nobody felt worse Rockland how it should be done.
ment is to remember that if
his
Rockland Loan &
side of the Court House is being reabout it than Rising, and it had the
« • • •
March payment was one-fourth of
laid. This walk is pretty apt to
of course, unfortunate for Newbert, effect of temporarily unnerving him.According to
mythology Argus had the amount shown on his return, his
Building Association
play truant, and has to he shown its
who had made a peach of a drive, hut for he made a wild pitch which sent a hundred eyes. Mr. Wentworth of June payment will be just one-half
place oftener than any other side
he now knows how Knights felt in Condon to third and Fehan to see- the State Police needed that number_____________________
walk in the city.
Thomaston after making a three- ond. The boys who hud wagered the Saturday afternoon when that cavalbase lilt, and being called out by the price of next week’s meal ticket on cade of motor ears began leaving the
Before you insure your automobile
Thomaston umpire for not touching i;ocbland began to conjure up a grounds. Some of the drivers are
be sure you learn about “The First
first base.
Still anotaer angle to gtea(jy ^.let ()f baked beans. But Ris- convinced that he did have some of
and Only Policy of Its Kind In Amer
view this incident from is the fact ing did not go to pieces. Instead he them.
ica.”
George Roberts & Co.. Inc.,
that if Newbert had been permitted fanne(j Newbert, clean-up man of the
, . . •
10 Limerock Street, Rockland, Maine,
to try for home he would undoubted- Thomaston batting order, while Mur-1 The new Rockland local team will
—adv.
54.70
ly have been thrown out. as the ball phy bad no trouble at all in dispos- swing into action as soon as the High
had already been relayed from the ing of stone- No rung n„ hUg „o | School season is completed. The last
far reaches of the new athletic field. errors.
game in the school league will be
YOUR FAVORITE ROEM
Not only did Rising outpitch his
Thornton headed Rockland's hat- played Thursday.
distinguished rival, Mr. Feehan. but ting order and hit a stinging ground• » » »
If I had to Ike my life again I would
he had the satisfaction of himself er, ’which shot by Grafton and. was
A number of Rockland fans saw
hare made a rule to read some poetry and
making jwce as many hits as the finally halted by Teel in short left the Togus-Rumford game in Togus
listen to gome music at least once a week.
The logs of these tastes is a loss of happi
entire Thomaston team, and of strlk- field. Teel fumbled the hall, but in Sunday.
ness —Charles Darwin.
ing out Feehan in three of the four the scorer’s judgment cculd not have
« « ♦ •
times at bat. And the reader had fielded the ball in season to ratch
Warren sports never do things by
SHUFFLE-SHOON AND AMBER.LOCKS
better believe that this is some little Thornton and It was consequently halves. Take, for instance, R. J. AnShuffle-Shoon and Amber-Locks
Sit together, building blocks;
performance, for Feehan is easily the called a hit. Fred Stewart fanned, drews, who has Just offered the baseShuffle-Shoon is old and gray,
best butter on t.he Thomaston team, if Thornton was forced out at second ball boys lumber enough for a good
Amber-Locks a little child.
not in the entire league. It was a on Murphy’s grounder. An error by i grandstand.
But together at their play
and Youth arc recdficlled.
groat day for the modest Rockland Newbert gave Frank Stewart life at —_________________ |
FIRE, THEFT, PROPERTY DAMAGE AND
| And Age
with sympathetic glee
twlrler, whose name is now being first. Murphy scored on a passed
Build their castles fair to see.
spoken in rather more reverential ball. Ludwig fanned. One run, one
The sure way to put pep into yourjob
|
COLLISION
"Wihen I grow to be a man.”
tones by the Thomaston fans than it bit, one error.
(So the wee one's prattle ran),
on a rainy day is to get into a
, was a few weeks ago. His 16 strikeSecond inning; Hall fanned, Teel
"I shall build a castle so—
outs looked very impressive, ar, was out, Murphy to Frank Stewart,
With a gateway broad and grand ;
1
I
Here
a pretty vine shall grow.
against his opponents' 10, and in say- Vinal fanned. No runs, no hits, no
There
a soldier guard shall stand;
ing this the writer is not attempting errors. Knights fouled to Condon.
And the tower shall be so high,
to detract from Feehan’s wonderful Cameron fanned. Rising singled, Maslolks will wonder, by and by!”
At Expiration of the Policy
reputation as a pitcher. It is doubt salin was out, Stone to Newbert. No
Shuffle-Shoon quoth: “Yes, I know;
ful if there is another county in the runs, one hit, no errors.
Thus I builded long ago!
INSURE YOUR AUTOMOBILE WITH US
State which can produce two school
'Here a gate and there a wall.
Third inning: Sawyer walked, but
Here a window, there a door;
pitchers of their ability. The Cou was thrown out at second. Grafton
| THE "AMERICAN COMPANY ONLY” AGENCY I
Here a steeple wondrous tall
rier-Gazette is very proud of both.
and Condon fanned. No runs, no
-Rlseth ever more ami more!
The crowd which witnessed the hits, no errors. Thornton and Fred
10WE#;y
But the years have leveled low
What I builded long ago!”
great game certainly numbered in Stewart reached first on errors by
excess of 2000, and was the largest Teel and Grafton.
Murphy was
So they gossip at their play,
Heedless of the fleeting day.;
that <*ver saw any kind of a school called out on an infield fly and Stew
One speaks pf the Long Ago
Z/5HBItM®
contest in Knox county. The wlde- art was out at'second. Frank Stew
Where his dead hopes burled lie;
<g
GENERAL AGENTS
spread interest was shown by the art fanned. No runs, no hits, two
One with chubby cheeks aglow
o

DID WE DO

APPEAL TO THE CHURCHES

IT? YEA, BO.

|

WE ARE RETURNING

|

|

TO OUR POLICYHOLDERS

|

25 PER CENT
|
| OF ALL PREMIUMS PAID FOR |
I

| •

Automobile

INSURANCE

FISH
rBRAND

1-Reflex
' Slicker

fact that Vlnalhaven sent over an ex- errors,
cursion party of 60, while Camden
Fourth inning:
Knights dropped
High cancelled its game with Belfast j the third strike on Feehan, but gut

AJTOWER CO. BOSTON

|

E. C. MORAN & COMPANY

2

423 Main Street, - - Rockland, Maine

g

62-tf

Prattleth of the By and By;
Side by side, they build their blocks—
Shuffle-Shoon and Amber-Locks.
i
—Eugene Meld.
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THIS IS POSITIVELY THE GREATEST SALE OF

Listening In on Cleveland

THREE TIMES A WEEK

CIRCULATION

EVER

HAMMOCKS

OFFERED

IN

ROCKLAND

AFFIDAVIT

Rockland. June It), 1924.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddte, who
on oath declares that he is pressman in the
office of the Rockland Publishing Co., and
that of the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of
June 7. 1924, there was printed a total of
6,401 copies.
Before me,

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 10, 1924.

HAMMOCKS-COUEH-HAMMOCKS

FRANK R. MILLER.

Notary Public.

Peace I leave with you, my peace
J give unto you: not as the world
giveth, give I unto you.
Let not
your heart ibe troubled, neither let it
be afraid.—John 14:27.

WE HAVE JUST

ALL THE HAMMOCKS OF THE MAINE HAMMOCK

“KEEP COOLIDGE”
The discussion in these columns
touching upon Jefferson Davis, who
was president of the Southern Con
federacy, has aroused much interest,
particularly among older readers
whose recollection runs back to the
momentous period of the Civil War.
The evidence pretty conclusively dis
poses of the theory that Davis had
a personal part in the work of sur
veying upon Ragged Mountain. Ar
temus Ward, after exhaustive exami
nation into the Shakespeare-Bacon
controversy and a personal visit to
Stratford-on-Avon, declared his con
viction that Shakespeare was not the
author of the plays, but that they
had been written by another man of
the same name. The visit made to
these parts by Davis when a United
States Senator has doubtless con
fused him with another of the same
name. One Davis was identified
with Ragged Mountain, the other
with "the ragged edge.” We recall
a story that the late Dr. W. E.
Crockett retailed to our readers—
how being in Belfast at the time of
tlie Davis visit, and backed u]R>n by
the senator's horse, the Rockland boy
gave the spirited animal a resound
ing slap upon the flank, with the re
sult that he dashed into the midst of
the procession, with a very much
disorganized
Southern
gentleman
clinging wildly to the saddle and
barely missing being unhorsed.

Every citizen who has occasion to
drive upon that portion of Main
street between Granite street and
Maverick hopes that the work of re
pairing the asphalt may be accom
plished before the summer traffic
sets in. The numerous holes in the
pavement have in recent weeks taken
on a size and depth that render them
not only of great discomfort but in
some instances a menace to travel.
We do not lose sight of the fact that
the problem of putting the streets
into shape this spring ha» imposed
an unusual burden, which the street
department is dealing with as rapid~iy as conditions admit. This Northend piece will be got to in due course.

MADE AN ASTOUNDING BUY.

THERE ARE HUNDREDS OF THEM.

CO.

Take a flying leap and dive right
in—our bathing suits will stay
with you.

One piece suits of dependable
serge or two piece, $3.00 to $7.00.

WILL BE OFFERED IN A

Belts.
And after the swim, here's the
suit to dress up in. A blue serge
at $39.50.
or

a suit cf our light weight "smokeblue” $35.00 and $40.00.

Everything to wear to add to the
pleasure of your vacation any
where.

Gregory’s
ELLA FISH PERKINS

Ella Fish Perkins, widow of Wil
liam Henry Perkins, died very sud
denly June 2 at the home of her
daughter Mrs. David Waite, in
Bridgewater. Vt. She was born March
28, 1852. in Waldoboro, the daughter
of William Fish and Sara.: (McIn
tyre) Fish. Her education was re
ceived in the public and private
schools of Waldoboro, and The Wil
lows in Farmington. July 2, 1872.
she was married to Mr. Perkins. She
later moved to Rockland, where she
resided till the death of her husband.
For the past 17 years she had made
her home in Portland.
She was a
member of the Waldoboro Congrega
tional church.
Two of Mrs. Perkins' four chil
dren—Mrs. David Waite and Mrs.
Albert C. Jones—survive her. with
three grandchildren. The funeral was
held Thursday in Bridgewater, with
interment services Saturday at the
Fish family lot in Waldoboro, Rev.
Mr. McQuadie officiating.
Mrs. Jarley of Warren with h^r
Wax Figgers and that famous kitchen
hand will be present at the M. E.
church, Thursday, June 12. The band
is worth the price of the tickets and
the singers, who are in the east, arej
pleasing Jo everyone.
This enter
tainment
was recently given at
Pleasant Valley Grange hall, and
everyone was delighted.—adv.

RECORD THE BEST EVER

No great disaster—fire, earthquake,
fljod, pestilence or famine—has
struck this country or in fact the
world in recent years without first
aid being rushed by the Red Cross
organization and stemming the first
great tide of suffering until other
help could arrive.
The World War
brought the humane activities of
"The Greatest Mother" to such a
state that the whole nation was on
its knees in humble gratitude. These
times of great stress are the days of
flaring headlines and public appre
ciation when support is spontaneous
and furMs come in automatically.
|But—in times of normalcy and
peace the wheels of the Red Cross
machine turn steadily and no less
imiiortant work ia carried forward.
Even more important in many re
spects is the great home service
branch of the effort which does the
thousands of things neglected in
other community and civic move
ments.
The home service cooper
ates with city officials and school au
thorities and brings into play the
skill of the tralined worker and the
resources of a nation-wide organizatlion.
The average citizen however pays
no more heed to the peace-time ser
vice rendered by the Red Cc .ss than
he does to the daily conveniences of
fered by city and nation. He doesn’t
think, ex ept possibly to criticise, of
the mails, streets, street lighting,
lire and police protection.
The
some holds true to the invisible ser
vice rendered daily in Rockland by
the Red Cross organization with its
two trained workers available at all
times and a secretary supervising the
work constantly.
This effort is
‘divided into three branches—Nurs
ing department, school inspect! n and
home service.
Nursing

Department

ited.
Investigation visits which are
of cons?lera.ble importance numbered
71.
Thirty-five individuals were
treated at the office and 11 class
talks were given. The nurses made
632 instruction or demonstration vis
its and 992 miscellaneous visits mak
ing the astonishing total of 2.274 sep
arate visits pa'id during the year.
Two thousand visits made mainly
in the homes of the needy by trained
and observant nurses cannot but re
sult in a tremendous community im
provement.

A summer visitor business of largo
proportions is predicted for Maine,
Hotels and lines of travel are look
ing for it with every expectation of
their hopes being gratified. It will lie
a note of prosperity in which all of
us can share.

Practically 2000 children were in
spected this year in the High and
Grammar schools—1937 to be exact.
In this group 182 were found with
defective vision: 45) with defective
teeth; 201 affected with throat trouble,
many with serious eye. ear or nasal
troubles.
A group of 1.027 were
weighed and measured last fall and
will be re-examined before this year
io completed, the results being tab
ulated and filed.
Think of the ben
efit derived from this work alone.
The phrase is taken literally in
this department, help toeing ren
dered in almost every way through
the year.
A special effort has been
made to aid the ex-service men,
Thirty-six of these were assisted
with their compensation claims; six
have been sent to hospitals; four
assisted in vocational training: four
transients rendered assistance and
others helped.
Thirty-three civil
ian oasis were worked on.
Cloth
ing was furnished many who lost
everything in the prison tiro in Sep
tember.
Throughout the year mag
azines and books have been
lected and cent to the prison and
bead work of the prisoners soi
Christmas gifts were placed in many
city homes and bags made and
equipped f( r men in foreign service.
Ten kimonas were sent to Japan.
Many cases come in for attention
which are never listed. For instan

Nor are wc among those who be
lieve trouble of any serious oharaoter
is to arise between Japan and this
country. The outcries of a group of
hot-heads we do not believe repre
sents the spirit of the real people of
that gallant nation.

A New Hampshire woman lias
gone to jail rather than pay a poll
tax while thousands of other women
in New Hampshire are failing to do
so. A thousand wrongs do not make
a right.

We do not believe the public
schools of Maine stand in any danger
of any religious sect.
Don’t Insure your automobile until
you have heard how $1.00 bought
$2500.
George Roberts & Co.. Inc.
10 I.imerock
Street,
Rockland,
Maine.—adv.
54-72
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Sport Suits will be very

popular this season
trousers and knickers
— end shown in an
unusually handsome
variety of fabrics.
Priced moderately—at
less than you would
expect to pay for
such splendid quality.

*30

to

*50

L. E. Blackington
Clothing & Shoe Dealer

ROCKLAND

FOR A COMPLETE HAMMOCK,
INCLUDING CHAINS, MATTRESS
& NATIONAL SPRING BOTTOM.

FOR A CRETONNE UPHOLSTERED HAMMOCK. THE BACK IS
PADDED AND FULL SPRING
SEAT AND BACK.

FOR A BEAUTIFUL UPHOLST
ERED HAMMOCK, MADE OF
STRONG KHAKI, CANVAS BACK
IS ADJUSTABLE.

FOR A CRETONNE AND CANVAS
HAMMOCK.
THIS IS A VERY
HANDSOME HAMMOCK. .

FUR A FULL SPRING AND PAD
DED BACK HAMMOCK—THIS IS
A WONDERFUL TRADE.

FOR A BEAUTIFUL CANVAS
HAMMOCK STRIPE WITH GREEN
AND WHITE. BACK IS PADDED.
THIS IS A BARGAIN.

WILL BUY A NICE HAMMOCK

Home Service

.4$

A type of garment par
ticularly suited to active
men and young men.
Made for us with the
accustomed perfection
in the Kirschbaum
Shops.
Four-piece
models — coat, vest,

Donl’ Miss This Sale Come Early They Will Sell Quick

School Inspection

Kirschbaum Clothes

Visitors who make their golf clubs
a necessary part of their traveling
equipment are already appearing up
on the links at the Rockland Country
Club, giving promise of a busy sea
son.
Many compliments are be
stowed upon tho sporty and hand
some nine-hole course, which is a
distinct asset to our city.

SATURDAY, June 14 Sale Opens 9 a. in.

Remarkably Successful Year Rounded Out By Local Red
Cross—Will Be Supported By Community Chest.

Statistics show that when the gov
A glimpse into the pant nine
Our line of summer dresses is now
ernment has advanced the tax on complete and is ready for your in months activity in the nursing de
large incomes, the volume of money spection: give us a call. Cutler-Cook partment shows that 47-4 bedside vis
its were made, 102 families being vis70
gathered from that source
has Co.—adv.
shrunk. There would be more money
in the national treasury and more
business and activity for commerce
"Lower the Cost of Dressing Well ”
and industry if every dollar were out
at work in some industrial enter
prise earning a modest tax upon it
self. Likewise it would he better for
the taxpayers if the issuance and
sale of tax exempt securities, by
cities, states, school boards and civic
commissions were made less simple
and popular.
On another page Knox County
readers may consult the specimen
ballot applying to the primary
election that takes place next Mon
day. To select therefrom the candi
dates of one's preference and then go
ito the polls and vote for them is a
fundamental duty of citizenship. The
indolence that men and women prac
tice with respect to the primary is
one of tlie chief reasons why it fails
to achieve all that its adherents de
sire for it.

SPECIAL HAMMOCK SALE

r

the blue serge coat and our spe
cial
white flannel
trousers—or
linen knickers—

or

THESE

WILL BUY A HANDSOME AWN-

STAND.

ING.

MAIL ORDERS

BURPEE

1

WILL RECEIVE

FtOe MPANJI

—

THE

MAINE

STOCK

WILL

SELL QUICKLY

J

Douglas, then the candidate of theJ.self and party, loyally standing by
Democratic party
for President j the side of his successful opponent
against Aliraham Lincoln. As I re-.for the presidency, and until his
call it !?e was a passenger on the i death, which was mourned by the ,
Boston and Bangor (then Sanford’s J whole North, an ardent supporter w»f
Independent Bine) steamer enroute j the Union.
to Bangor where he was to deliver a ; Tempus fugit. and I am reminded
political address.
While the boat , that from the time I saw Jeff until
ws stopping at the wharf Douglas the present there is a space of
can.e . hore and mounting a dry i almost 66 years.
A. II. Newhert.
goods box briefly addressed the j Rockland. June 8.
cr.o.vd which had assembled there.
H was some different character
from Davis -one trying to destroy | Know the tremendous pulling power
the Union, the other, forgetting all i of Courier-Gazette ads.

BIG PAVING CONTRACT

Co. have coni
Joseph Leopold
tracted to furnish 2,000,000 blocks ol
paving to the city of New York thiH
summer, and will begin shipments at
once from their Vinalhaven quarry,
where there is now on hand about
half a million blocks.
Every issue of The Courier-Ga
zette is a salesman, visiting three
times a week the homes of this vi
cinity and soliciting business for its
advertisers.

Free College Scholarship Contest
For Five Lucky Winners to any College in Maine

CONTEST CLOSES
SATURDAY, SEPT. 6

HERE IS THE PLAN
About 5.000 pupils are graduating from
1
!
'

* ♦ * ♦

The Red Cross work in this city I
as here sketchily outlined is one of!
the organizations t) be supported by j
the funds obtained in the Community
Chest Campaign which is to be hc^d
the latter part of the present, month.
The Community Chest idea is new to
Rockland, but not new to the West,
where it has obtained great vogue.
By the plan as applied locally the Red
Cross, the Salvation Army, the Home
for Aged Women and similar deserv
ing institutions will he financed l»y a
single drive, skillfully organized, and
the application of effort and expense
enta’iled by the customary series of
“drive®” will be eliminated.
The
idea has gained great popular sup
port and * The Community Chest" in
corporated with A. W. Gregory an
president.
A C'mwnitee for this
year’s campaign has been organized
with George B. Wood as chairmaji
and includes H. N. McDougal1
.. \V. <).
Fuller,' Homer E. Robinson ar.d Wil
liam D. Talbot.
Director Spaulding
who so successfully ran the Salva
tion Army drive last year in here
and already in the harness.
HE SAW DAVIS
How

COME EARLY

FCRNITURE CO?

CAREFUL ATTENTION

a youngster was discovered recently
ffering from the early stages of
tn ulotis.
A tent was procured
.rifether with
heavy
clothing,
sweaters and other necessities and
today the boy is cured. Bedding has
been collected and placed where
needed, a bod-rididea old lady has
been happily surprised to find her
water rent bills come in receipted and
the house rent of a family in desti
tute circumstances paid until the
man of the house got on his feet and
able to pay hiu bills. ’yhese are the
things that count.
' A Disaster Committee has been
formed ready to function at an in
stant’s notice and ia constant touch
with the New England Disaster Di
vision Department so that outside
help would be instantly available in
ease of emergency.
A Health Pa
geant was given which did much to
ward spreading good health propa
ganda as did the booth at the Food
Fair.
This last included first aid
demonstrations before police and tire
departments.
The new offi e at 497 Main street is
one of the bent equipped in the State.
Its hours are 8 to 5.
A loan closet
has been established which is fully
equipped with sheets, pill w slips.
hospital garment**, hot water bottles
and the multiplicity of articles needcd in the »ick room.
These are
available to the public and find
constant demand.

WE ADVISE YOU TO

I

Many Others Can Recall
Similar Experience?

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Apropos of the discussion pro and
con as to whether Jeff Davis actually
trod the hills of Knox County, I am
wondering how many residents of
Rockland, or even of the county, liesides myself, ever saw that noted
man.
Li 1858, I think it was. as a hoy of
less than 8 years of age I accom
panied my grandfather to Bast Bel
fast to witness a muster of the State
militia, then an annual event. I dis
tinctly remember that my grandfa
ther pointed out to me Jeff Davis,
the one great attraction of the
muster, and as I remember he was
mounted upon a white saddle horse.
I also recall some two years later
seeing the “Little Giant," Stephen A.

our Maine high schools and academies this
month.

Many will enter college in the fall.

Five popular students will receive one year's

tuition to any college of their choice in the
State.

.Vt 12 o'clock noon, and no votes will be
counted that are received after that date.
Standing of contestants will he given fre
quently, so it is advisable to send in votes
every week.

SPECIAL

The Sawyer Boot & Shoe Company of

Bangor, Maine, are providing this oppor

ICO Entrants Will Receive Extra'Vote*

tunity, and friends of contestants are to
make a selection of the winners ttirough

Enroll quickly. The first 25 entrants
will receive 100 votes, the next 25 will re
ceive 75 votes, the next 25 will receive 50
votes and 25 more will receive 25 votes each.
Anyone may enter.

a popular voting contest.
Every purchaser of SAWYER footwear,
cither shoes, moccasins, slippers, or Lam

bertville Rubber Goods, will be given one

FIVE WINNERS

vote for each dollar or fraction of a dollar

The counties will be grouped as follows,
and the contestants receiving the largest
number of votes in each group will win
the Scholarship.

represented by their purchase.

The votes

will be given you by your dealer and can
be given to anyone or used by yourself.

1 (Cumberland

self with, them you not only help some de-

(Sagadahoc

•serving young man or woman to a college
training, but you add'to your own comfort
and save money by so doing.
It will certainly be a pleasure to you
to feel that you have been the means of

helping some friend to this opportunity.

There is just one way you can do it—buy
SAWYER footwear—and give them
Sold by all leading dealers.

a

boost.

A Word To Contestants
Solicit your friends.

votes'for you.

Scouts,

Ask them to get

Canvass organizations—Boy

Military

Companies,

Policemen,

Mail
Carriers,
Labor
Organizations,
Grangers, and others. They will all be glad

to help you in a cause that means so much
to you.

Everybody admires the young man

or woman that is willing to hustle to ac

quire a higher education.

1

(York

SAWYER footwear costs no more than
the ordinary kind, and by supplying your

Androscoggin

1
1

I Knox '
Waldo
i Jlancock
' Wasfiington

Oxford
p’enebreet
Franklin

\ Piscataquis
lArocstook

Kennebec
Somerset
Lincoln

Every Winner Will Be Fitted to
Pair& of
Sawyer Shoes”
Sawyera Root
Shoe“Co.
Contest Department,
-------- Enrollment
Coupon
Bangor,
Maine.
Please enter my name in your scholar
ship contest.
Name .............................................................................

Town ............................. County of........................
My preference would be ...................... College

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

.lime 10—District ltcbckah meeting In Rock
land.
June 12 (League Baseball) Rockland High
vs Camden High, ltroadwaj Athletic Field.
June 12 Vinalhaven Graduation Vinal
haven High School.
June 111—City schools close.
June lit Rockland High School commence
ment In Park Theatre
June 1U Waldohurn High School Com
mencement in Congregational church 2 p. ni.
June 11 Sparks’ Circus In "Rockland
June 15 Elks Flag Day emrelses in Park
Theatre
June 16—Primary elections.
June Hi Camden High School Commence
ment
June 21 -St John's Day
June 24 -Democratic National Convention
meets In New York.
July 4 Independence Day celebration at
St. to urges Park. Lihcrly.
July 5 Opening day at the Knox Arbor
etum.
July 13- State D. A. R. Feld Day in Kingfleld.
Aug. 4 9- Elks' Circus and Old Ilumc
Week

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 10, 1924.
Golden Rod Chapter, O. E. g„ is
preparing to entertain Naomi Chap
ter of Tenant’s Harbor at tho regu
lar meeting, June 27.

The net proceeds of the RocklandThomaston game on the Broadway
Athletic Field Saturday are said to
have been about $425.

The sum of $170, netted by the
I’atrolman Izin.'h i» again being Boys’ and Girls’ Glee Clubs of Rock
greeted by frientks on his Northend land High School, in the successful
production of their recent operetta,
beat.
will lie used toward buying a curtain
King Solomon Temple Chapter has for the stage in the new High School
work on the ltoyal Arch degree building. The clubs have also set
as their goal the raising of the neces
Thursday night.
sary balance.
Fred Trowbridge was down from
George W. Roberts left this morn
Boston yesterday making arrange
ments for the opening of the Central ing for New York, joining in Port
land other New England agents of the
lhouse in Rockport.
I’. S. Shipping Lines. Their enter
Capt. A. L. Perry of Matlnicus was tainment in New York will include
in Ute city yesterday contracting for an inspection of the steamship Levi
a large.supply of gravel to use as fer athan and dinner on board tomorrow.
Mrs. Roberts accompanied her hus
tilizer on the Matinicus clam llats.
band as far as Portland.
Walter B. Knowlton. Mrs. Charles
In order to play off the champion
I). Knowlton. Mrs. Phillips, and Miss
Bella Beau are motoring from Win ship tie with Thomaston it is first
throp, Mass, today. "Some weather necessary for Rockland to defeat
Camden High.
The game will be
and some trallie,” writes Waiter.
played on the Broadway Athletic
Thursday
afternoon,
and
The Garland Class will serve a Field
fish i how\r supper at the M. E. promises to be scarcely less exciting
church Wednesday. Husbands and than last Saturday's game with
friends are invited. Each member Thomaston.
should take a bowl for herself and
Erma Levis, 5 years old—so young
guest.
that she is still in kindergarten class
Rockland voters who are to he —amazed audiences at Strand The
away next Monday should not forget atre last week by her wonderful
Unlike
that they can vote now under the ability as a recitationist.
absentee voting law. Ballots may he most children of'that tender age she
obtained at the city clerk's olliee. < A did not suck her thumb and twist
her dress while reciting—instead she
number Voted yesterday.
gave a wonderful demonstration of
There will be a special communi dramatic power. At a recent charity
cation of Aurora Lodge Wednesday affair in Fail River she recited before
evening far work U]von the Master an audience of 1300. and was forced
Mason degree upon several candi to answer many recalls.
dates.
This will be the last work
The Public Utilities Commission
before the summer vacation and a
full attendance is requested by the meets in the City Council chamber
worshipful master.
Refreshments. at 11 o'clock this forenoon to give a
public hearing on the petition of the
The members of the First Baptist Central Maine Power Co. to increase
Church have a -eepted with high nip- its fares from 7 to 10 cents. Other
preciation the gift < f ihe library that matters to be heard are the petition
belonged to tlie late Rev. W. O. Hol of M. L. Keene and others for elec
man, a former pastor of tlie church. tric lights in Simonton; the applieaSome 800 volumes are included, ■ tion of Jesse E. Staples for certificate
largely of a religious character and to operate a jitney between Belfast
seme of th m of exceeding value. and Rockland; the complaint of Wal
The gifl was made by William A. ter P. Leonard nnd others that Oak
Holman of Portland, a son of the de ami Mechanic streets in Camden are
ceased clergyman.
not suffle ently supplied with water
by the Camden & Rockland Water
Visitors to the attractive High Co.; and the application of the
street home of Edward Spear May Swan’s Island Telephone & Tele
rnd the interior fully in harmony graph Co. for authority to issue com
lie agreeable appearance of the mon stock in a sum not exceeding
le.
A grouping of the rooms, $4300.
[I
clever utilizing ef space by
modern hnuseki - ping devices, elec
Hon. Frank G. Farrington, smiling
trical equipment, et
has created a and happy as though he believed the
model home of unusual charm, evi contest already won (and he does
dencing the careful thought that had believe so) was in the city yesterday
been exercised in its construction.
and listened to many assurances of
support in his candidacy for the
'A lawn party will be given for the gubernatorial nomination. His boom
Little Light Braids society at the' will receive a tremendous impetus
home of Mrs. A. W. Gregory, 32 Cam in Aroostook county, where Ihe situ
den street Thursday afternoon at 3 ation seems to be so solidly “Far
o'clock.
The Worn ill's Foreign Mis rington" that he is led to believe he
sionary S eiety, the Standard Bear- will have 5000 majority.
He is
era Society and all the children of equally satisfied that he will have a
the church. 8 years old and under, goodly majority in nine other coun
with their mothers are invited to the ties, and that he will not be far be
pageant.
If stormy Thursday it hind in some of the others. Last
twill lie postp med until Friday at 3. night Mr. Farrington delivered a non
partisan address before the Camden
The boys are notified not to tres Board of Trade, and tonight he
pass or play ball on the Cobnrn pas speaks in Waldoboro. He is expect
ture. Limerock street leased by A. T. ing a strenuous week, but looks am
ply capable of meeting it
Low.—adv.
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Sowing
Good
Seeds!

a.-—

rCf

SPARKS IS COMING

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
SPORT SKIRTS

fe sure you get the best
Seeds when purchas
ing them this year. The sur
est way is to secure them
from us. Then you know
they will give you great re
sults.

B

We will carry a full line
of the Best Seeds obtainable
—Vegetable, Flower and
Grass, with all fertilizers.
i

Cobb’s

1

And Here Are the Answers
lo Questions You Will
Want To Ask.

DEPARTMENT STORE

Will continue the balance of the week at the same low prices as quoted in
last Thursday’s issue of The Courier-Gazette, and new goods from the dif

Sparks Circus Day Program

ferent departments for every day.

J.

IT.

Simonton Co.

WANTED
Capable Girl or

TONIGHT
OAKLAND PARK

Woman
To

assist and

act

Good proposition to

Rockland

as

waitress.

right party.

Country Club

NEW

70-tf

TURN ME OVER

DANCE

Wednesday, June 11

Exceptional values in the latest
style sweaters of many weaves and
colors for summer weaf at CutlerCook Co.—adv.
70

ISLE AU HAUT

COMMENCEMENT

HILLTOP INN

BALL

Will Open

PAVILION—EAST UNION

THURSDAY, JUNE 12

9:00 to 1:00 P. M.

Tho excellence of Cueine and Ser

Wed. Night, June 11

vice will be maintained.

Special

attention given to Bridge Lunch
eons, Afternoon Tea Parties.

Vote for J. O. Brown for Represen
tative. first North Haven man in the
field for t(?n years.—adv.
*70*72

Manton’s Orchestra

Telephone Warren 175-43
69-70

PAVILION

Don’t fail to see the newest novelty—

THE MYRIAD REFLECTOR

Also OUR NEW FLOOR AND DECORATIONS

MUSIC

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Tuesday Evening.
June 10

ROCKLAND

OUR JUNE WHITE SALE

» » • »
600 a. m.
Sparks Circus trains
due to arrive from Bath.
l6 30 a. m. Unloading and removal
of tents, paraphernalia, wagons, ani
mals, etc., to the circus grounds.
■7.30 a. m. Erecting kitchen, dining
dressing, menagerie, blacksmith and
horse tents.
8 00 a. m. IBreakfast served to 700
tclreus employes.
8.30 a. m.
Hoisting of mammoth
white top in which main perform
ances take place, a lesson in practi
cal etfieiency.
Side show erected.
10 30 a. m. The elaborate street
parade will leave the show grounds
on New County Road and will pro
ceed to Park street, to Union, to Ran
kin lo Main, to Park, to New County
Road, to the lot.
'L00 p. m. Doors open for leisurely
Inspection of menagerie.
Band
Just received new models in Silk and Flannel Sport
concert 1 to 2.
Skirts. Pleated and gathered models made in French
2.00 p. m Afternoon performance
•eminences.
Crepe-Rosha, Noshanara, and Baronet Satin.
600 p. m. Concert of popular and
Season’s new colorings are, Powder Blue, Almond,
classical music played on the world’s
largest steam ’piano, which can be
Peach, Sandalwood, Pigtail Blue, Yellow, Maya, also
heard for five miles without the use
Gray, Rust, Tan, Navy, Black and White.
of radiophones.
00 p. rn. Doors again opened to
puidic. .Band concert 7 to 8.
$5.00 to $12.00
8.00 p. m. (Evening performance of
the circus, complete in detail.
Mail and phone orders given prompt attention.
(W'hat is probably the strongest ap
peal to the eye and to the ear that
has yet been presented under canvas
is the opening number on the program
of the Sparks Circus.
It is called
“An Egyptian Fantasy.”
TaOting
part are several hundred pretty girls.
With the chorus, and giving it a
touch of barbaric splendor, are ele
The officers and directors of the phants, camels, llamas, zebras and
A. Walker Brewster has bought the
Rev. W. O. Holman property at In Rockland Baseball Association have stately thoroughbred horses, all in
graham Hill, with the expectation of an important meeting in the Ameri trappings and accoutrements of daz
Among th? feat
residing there. The residence is at can Legion rooms at 7.30 tonight. zling brilliancy.
ure acts that will be presented are
tractively located near the water- The fun is about to start.
the Ballerina troupe of bareback
front, and within easy access of the
The boys who recently broke into riders from the Argentine Republic,
city.
the Elmer tomb on Grace streej, have the Adele Nelson groupe of acrobats,
Rockland Encampment has work again been playing with death. This Frances Widener and S'tastia Clarry
i ten candidates in the Royal Pur- time they are said to have abstracted with their masterly trained elephants,
pie degree Wednesday night. All can several sicks of dynamite which they dainty Naiifa Miller in feature dances
didates are particularly urged to be broke up and de]»osited not far from on a silver thread high above the
present. Picnic supper will be served the center of > the Main street busi ground, Ernest Kloske, with his six
after the work, members to bring ness section in a “safe" place. The teen beautiful thoroughbred German
ses which execute a series of drills
dynamite was found by Marshal
pastry.
Davis and the boys are said to have and formations that are no less than
marvelous, the Mardo troupe of comManager Wotton of the Rockland confessed.
erdy acrobats, theToisu Brothers, the
<-------f
locals danced into The Courier-Ga
zette office this morning to say that
Last season one of the pleasant Three Walters on the aerial bar, the
his team will play its first game in features of the operation of the High School horses and Florence
Togus next Sunday at 2.30 standard Childrens Playgroun^was the recqjpt Harris on Lady Fashion in a fandan
time. Foster, Rising or Feehan will of several
substamial donations go the sea lions, the trained tigers
pitch. Rockland is a big drawing through the summer months. This ot Franz Woska and the fighting
club at Togus, and will be followed year these gifts will be more than lions of Steve Batty, the mixed group
Great Dane
ever welcome, for the drive for funds of polar bears and
thither by a big delegation.
Saturday fell considerably short of dogs, the trained leopards, more top
Somebody broke into J. F. Carver’s the goal set. President O E. Davies line numbers, and a troupe of clowns
book and stationery store between of the association states that unless Hiiat are really funny.
Saturday night and Monday morning, some such benefactions are obtained IChildren under 12 years of ago are
effecting an entrance through one of the activities of the Playground admitted to the Sparks Circus for
the cellar windows, and leaving via must be curtailed to meet the de thirty cents.
the rear door. The reward for his creased financial ability.
efforts was about $6 in cash. Local
Members of the Business and Pro
Sherloeks figure that it could not
Children's night was beautifully fessional Woman’s Club are remind
have been a young man because no observed
at
the
Congregational ed'of tomorrow evening’s auction
baseballs are missing and that it was church Sunday. A short song and party at the cluhroom.
not an old man because no golf balls recitation program by the youngsters
are missing.
was followed by an impressive candle
The Past Noble Grands Associa
lighting service by representatives of
The Grace street kindergarten chil the several church de|«rtments, pri tion will meet in Union. June 18.
dren will give a circus Friday from mary. intermediate, young men and Supper will lie served in Odd Fellows
9 to 10.15. The big parade will start young women, each candle having hall. All Past Grands are invited to
attend.
from the building and march to the some symbolic significance.
(Miss
M. E. church and back, then around Kathleen Snow told the life story of
The Senior class roster, as pub
the' school grounds Stunts, songs Jesus in a most pleasing manner.
and games will then be in order. The graduates from the primary into lished in Saturday's issue was incor
The
There has been much fun involved in the intermediate department were rect as to Elmer C. Oxton.
the preparation, as well as the real presented with Bibles to facilitate graduate is a son of Mr. and Mrs. H.
knowledge gained. The circus ani their advanced study. The evening L. Oxton of Camden street, Rockland.
mals have been cut and colored. offering was devoted to Sunday
This was followed by clay modeling school extension.
The annual meeting of the UniverThe auditorium
and animal puzzles. Their homes, was tastefully decorated in apple- saltist Parish was held last night, tlie
food and habits have been discussed blossoms and snapdragons.
way for a comfortable business ses
through stories, games and songs.
sion being paved by the excellent
All mothers and friends are cordially
An all day Rummage Sale will be supper which was served under the
invited to be present.
held at the Congregational vestry, direction of Mrs. Lucia Burpe. The
Friday, June IS, sale starting at 9.30 reports of the several officials showed
the church to have had a very pros
The workmen who tackled the job a. m.
70-71
of tearing out the ancient floors of
perous year, with all bills paid and a
balance in the treasury.
William
Central Eire Station found them
WANTED
D. Talbot. M. E. Wotton, H. N. Mc
selves up against a tough proposition.
Dougall, E. F. Glover, Clarence E.
The old pine floor boards were literal
Daniels, Miss Ellen Cochrane and
ly timbers and were spiked to the
Team of Black Oxen
under timbers with huge old time
Miss Myrtle Herrick were elected
Inquire at PARK THEATRE
iron spikes that yielded to little less
trustees.
Telephone 409
68-70
Ilian dynamite. At that the repairs
are being made none too soon, for
The funeral services of the late
the supporting stringers show dry
Capt. Jonathan W. Crocker were
rot. the supports in some places wei4>
held Friday afternoon at the family
totally gone and there was so much
residence on Orange street where
give to the floor that when the ap
gathered the handful of his Grand
paratus wns removed it sprang up
Owl’s Head Town Hall Army comrades who were able to
allowing the temporary posts to fall
attend the service and many lifelong
to the cellar bottom. Had this floor
friends of the deceased. A wonder
caved in at the start of some big
ful display of floral offerings also
fire the damage would have been far
marked this last tribute to one who
greater than the loss or damage to
had so long occupied a high place in
the chemical engines. During the re
the community’s affairs.
The ser
pairs the machines are housed in
vices were conducted by Rev. Wal
Fireproof Garage.
Prizes for the Cleverest Cos
ter S. Rounds, of the Congregational
tumes for Men and Women
church, and the Grand Army ritual
The annual meeting of the Home
was used, under the leadership of
lor Aged Women Corporation was
Reefreshments On Sale
the Post Commander, William P.
held Thursday with Mies Lucy Far'
69-70
Hurley.
The bearers were M. E.
well.
These officers were elected:
Wotton, 11. N. McDougall, Alan L.
Miss Ada Young, president; Mrs. An
Bird and A. F. McAlary.
The in
gelica Glover, vice president; Mrs.
terment was in Sea View ccmtery.
Fred S. Rhodes, 2d vice president;
BAY VIEW SOCIETY
Mas. Hattie A. Keating, secretary; •
Mrs. J. E. Stevens, treasurer.
Sev- ■
Head-of-the-Bay
GLENCOVE
eral gifts of money have been re- j
eeived in the past month.
To all
(Everett W. Humphrey of Lowell,
those who have shown interest and
Mass., spent the weekend with hia
helpfulness the management Is truly
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Hum
grateful
The list includes: $500
from Miss Lucy Farwell, in memory
phrey.
of Mrs Geyer, the second inmate to
C. Clifton Lufkin was in Jefferson
find rest and security in the Home;
Sunday.
The buildings at “Roxmont” are
$25 from Mlrs. Grace Fuller in mem
Blethen’s Orchestra
ory cf her mother, the late Mrs. O.
being painted.
S. Andrew's; $10 from E. R. True of
IHarry H. Humphrey has moved
Refreshments at Intsrmission
Washington, D. C.; $10 from Mrs.
from Rockland and is with his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Humphrey.
Mary Norton Brown and $3 from the
Unique Club. Pinks for Mother's
Day were sent from the Methodist
church.
An art square was given
by Mrs. Frank Crockett.
Fruit and
preserves came from other kind
WARREN, ME.
friends.

MAIN STREET,

412

newspaper office generally has to an
swer 'leven thousand questions. Appre siting this fact Sparks has sent
the following itinerary. Read it, and
quiz not.

MASKED BALL

rr.' *•

IIWONTON’

Ivfhen a circus comes to town the

The Snow-lludson _Co. is moving
from the Main Street Garage which
it has occupied the past year, to its
fine new home in the C. A. Hamilton
building, Main and James streets.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge of Warren
will present Mrs. Jarley’s "wax fig
gers" in the Methodist vestry Thurs
day evening for the benefit of Class
29. There will be several new spe
cialties. Solos by Miss Baker, a
talented Portland soprano, will be
among the features.
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BERT MYERS’ SOCIETY ORCHESTRA
The Best Dance Music Obtainable

DON’T MISS THE THURSDAY NIGHT DANCE
FOUND MUCH BOOZE

Deputy Rokes Gets a Tip on
the Train and Chase Leads
To Lincoln County.

cated the men, but wese unable to
find any booze. As East Waldoboro
is not in their Jurisdiction they noti
fied Deputy Sheriff WUllum Keene of
\\ aldoboro, with whose aid they
finally found three suit cases and
three ^undies, containing about A0
gallons of alcohol.
The men arrested srs “Patsy”
l.umburke of Rockland, and Gua
Dondi and Astornis Cotnati of Mass
achusetts. They wore being tried In
Waldoboro when this paper want to
press.

Returning to Rockland by train
Saturday night Deputy Sheriff flherntan Rokes became pos»eftsed of in
formation that three alleged rum
runners had left the train ’near East
Warren with a quantity of booze.
Continuing to Rockland he was Joined
Our line of summer drset-es Is wetr
by Deputy Sheriff Orbeton, and in the
complete and is ready for your in
latter’s ear they started for East
Warren Their search ended in East spection; lira us a call. Cutler-Cook
"
vy
Waldoboro, where they finally lo Co.—adr.

r

wonder you arc. mad!
your dotf cunt home wiTh.
{a.fe-ffk tied fohi>fail? _

Bottle fed babies should have
Orange Juice at the 4-5 month
and Iron Content at the 6-7
month.
Rockland Red Cross.

+
wninnm

1856

CHAMPIONSHIP *

1934

dcMemoriaIsd»

BASEBALL

E. A. GL1DDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

vs.

MARRIED

CAMDEN

Duncan-Heckbert--Bockland. June 2, by
Rev. K. J’. Browne. Walter T. Dunean anil
Mrs Helen (’. Heekbert, both of Rockland.
Wlnchenbaugli-Merrill Lowell, Mass.. May./
—. Chtrles .Merrill of Lowell, Mass., and
Hattie Martin Wlnchenbaugli of Waldoboro.

Dunning—Rockland. June 10. Mary E., wife
of Clement S. Dunning, aged S3 years, 1
month, 23 days.
Funeral Thursday at 2 p.
ni from the Bowes-i’rozier undertaking rooms. ;
Perkins—Bridgewater, Vt , June 2, Ella
(Fish), widow of William H Perkins, for- |
nierly of Rockland, aged 72 years.
Inter
ment In Waldoboro.
CARD OF THANKS

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES
REGULATION SIZE WITH
NAME AND ADDRESS OF
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT, IN
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
LAW

i

1

HIGH

BROADWAY ATHLETIC FIELD

DIED

We wish to extend our heartfelt thanks
to kind neighbors and friends for their help
and sympathy during our recent bereavemen*, and for the beautiful floral offering?.
we wish to express our thanks and appreelation.
W. H. Esancy, Mr. and Mrs. M. Wentworth,
Mr. and Mrs Burleigh Ksancy, Mr. and Mrs.
Benj. Hilt.

HIGH

ROCKLAND

BORN

Sprague Minturn, June 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
William F. S|irague, a Ron.

I

|

I
I
I
I

THURSDAY, JUNE 12
3:00 o’clock
Rockland High must win this game with her old
rival from Megunticook Town in order to play
Thomaston High for the League Championship.

EVERYBODY

UP!

BASEBALL
ROCKLAND vs. CAMDEN

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
For Pound Size
Postage 15 Cents Additional

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 Cents Additional

For each additional 1000 sheets
ordered at same time, add to the
price of first 1000, $4.00 and 16
cents postage for each 1000.

ICE

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pound Size
Postage 10 Cents Additional

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 Cents Additional

For each additional 1060 sheets
ordered at same time, add to the
price of first 1000, $3.50 and 10
cents postage for each 1000.

THE
COURIERGAZETTE
Rockland, Maine

FOR SALE
$3.00 per Ton
AT

OUR

ICE

HOUSE DOOR

DEEP SEA FISHERIES, INC.
rhe Biggest Family
In This Town Is the
Family of Readers of

--------THIS PAPER---------

Telephone 201-M

ROCKLAND,

MAINE
W-Tl

WALTER

--------------- -----------------®---------------------

P. CHRYSLER'S

TALKS

I
x ’

Constantly Improved

J -J.i

OBEY THE REGULATIONS; REDUCE ACCIDENTS

BUT HO YEARLY MODELS

Credit is due newspapers for co-operating with the
National Automobile Chamber of Commerce in helping to
cut down the number of motor car accidents. A high per
centage of motor car fatalities during the early months of
1924 were due to failure of motorists and pedestrians to
pay attention to traffic regulations.
Seventeen fatalities during a single month were due to
motorist^ violating the rules of the road and 53 were recorded
as caused by pedestrians jay-walking — failure to use
crossings.
6>
<*>
Newspapers everywhere are joining in the nation-wide
movement to make regular reports on motor vehicle fatalities
and their causes. It is believed this effort on the part of
the newspapers in emphasizing the extent of accidents and in
acquainting the public with the conditions which cause them,
will have a helpful influence on the motorist and the pedes
trian as well.
— — ;
x
,

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 10, 1924.
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SAFETY ZONES

,

The dispatch with which traffic ij
handled on a street depends much
upon the turns permitted. Few cities
permit turns in the middle 'of tl.e
block. Many cities do not permit
turns on certain corners where traffic
is especially heavy. Before cars are
permitted to turn pedestrians should
be permitted to cross.
Xew York has an interesting prac
tice of requiring the slower moving
vehicles to hug the. curb while the

faster moving taxicabs and passenger
cars use the area near the car tracks
or the center of the street.
Safety! zones cease to be safety
zones if cars arc permitted to drive
through them. Safety zones compel
traffic to move through the "neck of
the bottle” which slows up traffic hut
safety zones are intended to protect
pedestrians and protecting pedes
trians is important enough to slow
up traffic

Dodge Brothers Motor Car retains
its basic design year after year.
Improvements are made con
stantly, but there are no radical,
annual changes.

This policy protects owners from
the rapid depreciation-loss which
invariably attends thc periodic
announcement of new types.

A Maine High School Girl and Her

School

Horse. One of the Society

Features With Sparks Circus Com

ing to Rockland Saturday, June 14.

CAN HEAR PIN DROP
____

q

i

I

I

! nese is the explanation of how it is
done.
£ A J*
1° vivid contrast to the novel disot Audience piay cf these horses are the wild ani-

WARREN

It also enables Dodge Brothers
effect an appreciable saving
manufacture; and this saving
faithfully returned to the buyer
the form of surplus value.

to
in
is
in

Warren Garage has made delivery
Touring Car $335 f. o. a. Dotroit—
of a Ford touring,car to George E
Cirrusshow.
TnaI acls tlwt
8een
*he Gray and a ton truck to Ballard Lib
In these numbers thc per
formers are lions, tigers, leopards, hy of South Warren the past week.
elephants and polar bears.
Here,
IXL mbars of Warren Local Base
Beautiful thoroughbred
German again, it is said, is a remarkable ex- ball Club have done a tin? bit of
i
hibition of what the proper kind of work on their diamond this year and
horses in pairs, sorrels alternating
CHEVROLET CHASSIS
training will do in developing ihe in- were mu h pleased Thursday night
with dapple greys, present one of the I telligence of the mast ferocious
Ton Truck, $550.00
by the offer made by K. J. Andrews
tig feature acts that will be seen beasts as well as the more
ntle do- to give them all the lumber necessarywith the Sparks circus in Rockland, mestic animals, adv.
tor a tine grandstand.
IMrs. I.. E. M. itee was the guest of
text Saturday.
Like human beings
her mother. Mrs. B. E. Watts Friday
that do worth-while things, these
NORTH APPLETON
S. P. Wetherbee of Boston'who i
plendid animals are proud of their
-----I making his headquarters at llotc
accomplishments and aite keenly senRecent callers on Mr. and Mrs. C. | Rockland while in this vicinity wa
si'ble to applause.
it is said that at A. Towle were Mr. and Mrs. A. XT. 1 -ntertained hy Mr. and Mrs. George
the beginning of their act there is Titus of East Union, Mr. and Mrs. I Teague Friday.
etherbee a I
Mr. Wetherbee
usually the general buzz of ccnversa- George Sherman of Rockland, Mr.
Warren , u ,now•w an elec- j
tion throughout the big tent, but that and Mrs. Henry Carlton and Mrs. |r,(.aI contractor in B(>ston a,,„ when
in a few minutes, when the audience Xellie Carlton of Ro kpjrt. Mr. and d .wn this way never forgets to look
For Low Cost of operation, ease and comfort in
realizes what these horses are doing Mrs. Earle Gilley of Massachusetts. | up Warren friends.
riding the CHEVROLET has no equal for a low
and to what a high degree ’heir in- Mrs. Bernardino Mank of Springfield. ; Mr. and -Mrs. XV. XL Stetson and
telligence has been developed, a hush Mass, and Mr. and Mrs. Archie
priced automobile.
daughter Xlildred wen- caller? on Mr.
almost of silence is noticeable. This Huntley of Camden.
mJ Mrs. Walter Swift in Thomaston
is the cue the leader of the circus is
Ralph Hammond of Camden is Friday evening.
Call 837-M and ask fcr a demonstration and regards
watching for and g ta at every per- spending a few days with his father,
Mrs. H. D. Sawyer with her sister.
formance.
The music is then s >ft- Warren Hammond.
XL.-. James Beattie of Charlestown.
to our easy payment plan
ened. and the audience gazes, with a
V. N. Dyer and G. W. Butler at- I
XI.i . and Xlrs. Xellie Watts of Bosfas illation that verges almost on the tended Masonic lodge at Searsmont | ton. left by motor Saturday morning
Touring,
$510.00
Utility Coupe, $640.00
hypnotic, at the sixteen horses going Saturday night.
for their old home in XIapleton. Xlrs.
through thetr drills and evolutions
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Johnson and Mr. Watts intends remaining some time
Roadster,
$495.00 Sedan,
$795.00
without a word or sign from their and Mrs. O. T. Keene were in Waldo- hoping the dry invigorating climate
trainer.
When the act is finished boro Saturday night where they at- will be of benefit to her health, a
Chassis—Ton Truck, $550. Commercial, $410
and appreciative applause rises from tended the district meeting of the j wish shared by all her friends.
one end of the tent to the other, the Rebekahs.
The fish traps have been removed
ALL PRICES F. O. B. FLINT, MICH
horses make their bows, like the-----------------j from the river fallowing a fine sea
well trained performers • that they
How $1.00 bought $2300, is a story
son's run.
are, and then trot proudly out to every automobile owner should hear
Xlrs. Maynard Brennan of RockCARS
the pad room, happy, no doubt, that BEFORE they insure their automoUSED
callcr on relatives in town
they have contributed in nb small bile.
George Roberts & Co.. Inc.,
Velie Touring
Ford Coupe
measure to the enjoyment of the au- 10 Limerjck Street. Rockland. Maine. * VhTives, thoug'Z lo be of no great
3 Chevrolet Tourings
1923 Ford Touring
dience.
Infinite patience and kind- -adv.
64-71
years, entered the fruit and confec■
1
■ ■
1 — tionery store of H. XV. Starrett XX'edDodge Roadster
% Ton Chevrolet Truck
---—------- - ---------------------- |
__ ______ __
—
nesday night and took nearly two
2 Dodge Sedans
Buick Touring
EMPIRE THEATRE
cartons of Camel cigarettes. Noth
BILL" BARBER
boro, Mass., are visiting Avery Welt. that can he desired. A fine time is
-----I iing else was disturbed as far as noTENANTS HARBOR
Joseph B. Welt was in Augusta reported hy the cjmpany and theli
Today will be the final showing-of Ttved.
SAYS
guests.
SE. O. Perkins who has spent the
Friday.
William Desmond in “Breathless XIoThe
graduating
class
of
the
High
Main Street
Telephone 837-M.
Strongheart. the wonder dog, leaps
The remains of Mrs. W. II. Perkins
past few weeks in Wellesley Xla&s..
ments" which is full of action from is expected to motor home eatly this School, will receive their diplomas of Bridgewater, Vt„ a former resident from thrill to thrill in the famous
and
hold
a
public
reception
at
the
start to finish.
On the same pro week.
jf Waldoboro, were brought here for picture “Brawn of the North," to be
Mr. and Xlrs. Oscar E. Starrett Baptist church on Wednesday even Interment Saturday. The body was shown at the Star Theatre tonight.
gram there is "The Way of <- Man"
At 'the Sign of ySS
were made members of the O. E. fi ing, June li. at 8 o'clock standard iccompanied by Xlr. and Xlrs. D. S The picture holds a splendid story
chapter three.
IiNor'h Nationi
at Friday's meeting. A fine 6 o’clock Rev. Percy Clifford, chaplain at tht Waite of Bridgewater and Mr. and that sends the wonderful dog into
iWhat would you do if your best" supper was served.
prison will delived an address. Supt. Mrs. A. C. Jones pf 'Rockland.
wolf-fights in the famine lands to
friend proved to the girl you loved
The commencement exercises oi iqard a baby for a demented mother.
(Harold Robinson accompanied by F. L. S. XIorse and Principal Harold
that her father, whom she holdo XIr. ar.d Mrs. XV. G. Robinson and Warren will speak. On account of their the Class of 1924, XV. H. S., will be This is a screen sensation that no
uearer than any being alive, was a Adam Hodgkins, all of Gardiner, trip to Washington there will be no held in the Congregational church one else Can equal. Irene Rich and
McKinley said—
Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock. The Lee Shumway are seen in strong
thief? This intensely dramatic sit were guests of friends in town Sun regular graduation exercises.
An invitation has been extended to invitations are most attractive, done parts.
“Modern conveniences account for modern
uation is one of the highlights ln day.
progress.”
Charles F. Pray, boss of the cutting Naomi Chapter. O. E. S., by Golden in Ihe class colors, blue and gold,
George Ar-hainbauii's new William
Fox special. "The Plunderer," which room at the shoe factory, spent the Rod Chapter of Rockland to visit and sealed with the class seal. The
The check book convenience is as far
comes to the Empire theatre lor two weekend at hi.? home in Xorridge them on June 27. It is hotted a largi lass roll follows: Elva Black, Rob
ahead cf paying In currency now as cur
number will accept this invitation and ert Collin. Raymond Curfew. Arolyn
days starting Wednesday.
Frank wock.
rency was ahead of wampum in its day
O. XV. Ellis attended the convention attend, as members who have pre Feyler, Hazel Heyer, Karl Hoffses
Mayo, the lead, is the mine superin
The man without a check book is behind
PARK THEATRE
W. P. STRONG
tendent and closest friend to Eddie of A. & P. store managers held Sun viously visited Golden Rod always Fred Keizer. XIarion McLain, Ber
the times.
upeak in the highest praise of the nard Newbert. Myrtle Simmons
Phillips, the youthful owner, who day in Ix-wiston.
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
The final showings of the Herbert proves conclusively to Peggy Shaw.
Doris Storer, Alureda Viles and Johr.
Verna Robinson, daughter of XIr. hospitality shown them.
WALL PAPER
We invite you to open a checking ac
An able sermon was delivered by Whitcomb.
Brenon Paramount production, "The Eddie's sweetheart, that her father ar.d Xlrs. Ralph Robinson who fell
count at this Bank.
The Waldoboro Garage Co. enter
Breaking Point,” which opened at has been plundering Eddie's mine and broke her collar bone nearly two Rev. Perley Miller on Sunday morn
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
the Park Theatre yesterday will take end appropriating the gold.
SUPPLIES
Others weeks ago, is miking excellent re ing to the pupils of St. George High tained about 50 friends and employes
4 . INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
School. The pupils marched to the at a chicken supper at their hotel ln
place there this afternoon.
The in the cast of this thrilling mining covery.
THOMASTON, MAINE
church from the school building Searsmont Friday night. Thc hotel,
story is an adaptation of the novel picture beside Frank Xlayo, Eddie
-----Tu&S-tf
Limited United States Depository
nd play by Mary Roberts Rinehart. Phillips ar.d Peggy Shaw, include
Don't insure your automobile until XIr. Warren, the principal played the which has recently been opened un
Know
the
tremendous
pulling
power
der
the
management
of
Xlrs.
Emma
Xita Xaldi, Patsy Ruth Miller, Evelyn Brent, Tom Santschi. Jom you have heard how $1.00 bought processional march, after which Xlrs
Foot of Limerock Stret
George Fawcett and XIatt Moore are Mason and Katherine Grant.—adv .
$2500.
George Roberts & Co.. Inc., Gilbert Auld presided at the piano Hills, is a fine one and the eusine all of Courier-Gazette ads.
and a choir of 15 voices rendered
featured.
In addition to the feature _____________________________________ 10 Limerock
Street,
Rockland,
some very appropriate selections.
picture there is a two reel Comedy
Maine.—adv.
54-72
and the Pathe Xews.
Capt. Charles Holbrook arrived
"Black Oxen,” a Frank Lloyd pro
home from Somerville, Xlass., Sun
OVERTONES
duction. and featuring Corinne Grif
day morning.
fith and Conway Tearle. is to be the
The community was saddened last
[For The Courier-Gazette]
photoplay offering at the Park Thea
Wednesday to hear of the death of
A lark once sang to a wayside flower,
tre. starting Wednesday and the
Samuel Hawkins of Wlllardham.
And the song was sweet, 30 sweet;
booking is looked upon as one of ihe
For the singer dreamed of a distant bower The family have the deepest sym
That he would reach by the sunrise hour.
big cinema events of the season.
pathy of all in their bereavement.
And a red rose he would greet.
The .best selling novel of 1923, in
A graduation ball will be held on
TT’S
book form "Black Oxen" is said to
Wednesday evening at 9.30 in the
A prince once smiled on a beggar maid.
AWFUL
have been greatly enhanced by the
I. O. O. F. hall. Good music will be
And the .smile was kind, so kind;
For a lover dreamed of the twilight shade furnished.
GOOD
elaborate filming XIr. Lloyd has
In
her
palace
garden
where
delved
given it.
Dealing with the romance
The prize speaking contest was
A princess, left behind.
that develops when the rejuvenated
held at the I. O. O. F. hall June 2,
Alice LaWry Gould
Auburn, Me
Xfadame Zatianny returns to America
with 14 contestants, eight Freshmen
on a business trip and finds the first
and six Sophomores.
Gertrude
THOSE WHO TRAVEL
true love she has known, “Black Ox
Kulju. Fannie Kallio, Gertrude XiakiPLEASANT POINT
en” presents more than usual in
nen. Emily Morris, Annie Dunn,
on business or pleasure should not forget
terest to picturegoers, it is said. XIr.
Mr. and Xlrs. XV. I. Rivers of Thom Freeman Clifford. Evelyn Hooper and
Lloyd with the aid of Mary O’Hara,
Velma Cook constituted the Fresh
to take with them some of our Tralevers'
aston are to open up 'their summer man delegation and Elvie Cook.
prepared the scenario from which
Checks because they are a safe, convenient,
home at “Dream Harbor” the first of Xlurlel Hooper, Everett Torrey, Hilja
the film play was made, and as a re
sult. critics state, the story runs its
July.
They already have a garden Kilju, Evelyn Morris and Theodore
economical way to carry funds—cashable
length with pleasing rapidity and in
planned
and have set out fruit trees Stimpson cotvsfltuted the Sophomore
verywhere.
contestants.
The speakers were
creasing interest.
and shrubs.
Corinne Griffith, regarded as one of
IMr. and Mrs. B. L. Stevens and heard by three out of town judges
filmdom's most 'beautiful and smart
4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Miss Erma Stevens who have been who made these awards; Firct prize,
est dressed stars, essays the difficult
living in Xew York since Seoiembe Freshman, Xliss Annie Dunn; second.
dual character of XIadame Zatianny,
Freeman Clifford.
First prize.
arrived Saturday for the summer.
and Conway Tearle has been cast as
LA large number of Thomaston Sophomore. Everett Torrey; second,
the romanceless newspaper writer.
Honorable
pecple spent Sunday on Gay’fl Island M.ss Xiuriel Hooper.
Lee Covering.
Clara Bow, a 17
Charles Bucklin was in Portland mention, Evelyn Morris and Emily
Rockland, Maine
year old girl who but recently made
Morris.
Music, was furnished by an
Saturday on business.
1 her screen debut, was selected for the
A new bridge is being built on the orchestra of six pieces, and XIr. Nori MEMBER FEDERAL "RESERVE SYSTEM
role of the flapperlsh Janet Ogle
mand who played some uccordion
road leading to Stone's Point.
thorpe from more than fifty well
(Roger Creamer has eight iducks solos.
known screen ingenues and estab
which during the months of April
lished flapper types; Tom Guise, as
X'ote for J. O. Brown for Represen
and Xlay have laid 476 eggs and
Judge Trent and Lincoln Stedman, as
tative. first Xorth Haven man in the
tiiey are still laying.
Donnie Ferren, who had a w< akness
70*72
ROCKLAND
SAVINGS
BANK
The fallowing party spent Xle- field for ten years.—adv.
for parties and an utter disregard
moria! Day and the weekend at their
for Mr. Volstead and his ideas.
says
cottages: Mr. and Mrs. Cari WebWALDOBORO
ROCKLAND, - . - MAINE
IMiss Griffith wears more than $30ter and Miss Priscilla Webster of
“Aw, come on!
000 worth of fashionable furs and
Winter Hill, Mass., at the Webster
Harvey B. Lovell was at home
gown# during the production and the
Office Hours, 9 to 3
'■ottage; Charles Gould. XIiss Marion from Bowdoin for the weekend.
Enjoy a Cone.”
costuming of members of the sup
Gould and Miss Bertha Gould of
Mrs. Lena S. Heron has opened
porting cast has cost nearly the same
Frankly, You cannot
Somerville, Xlass., at “Gull Rock her camp at Martin’s Point for the
amount.
—
adv.
Saturdays, 9' to 12
duplicate
its
good
cottage;" XIr. and Xlrs. Donald season.
tatse and quality in
Flinchbaugh and sons Donald and
Carroll and Russell Cooney of
FULL LINE OF
a day’s walk; unless
Rodman of Newton Upper Falls, Brooklyn have been in town for a
Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent
you ask for another.
Mass., at the Flinchbaugh cottage; few days.
COLUMBIA RECORDS
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Carle ot West
(2324)
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Sanborn have
Roxbury, Xlass., at "Faraway Farm.” been visiting relatives in Aetna.
STONINGTON
Prof, and Xlrs. E. George Payne of
Xlrs. Roland T. Waltz of Portland
FURNITURE CO.
Xew York are staying at the Webster has been the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
Every issue of The Courier-Ga
A. C. MOORE
QUALITY cottage while making plans and get Emma T. Potter.
Rockland, Maine
ting carpenters to make alterations
Bernard and Kenneth Kuhn are at
zette is a salesman, visiting three
and repairs on the house which they home from New York for a two
times a week the homes of this viPiano Tuner
PICTURE FRAMING—Saw* sharpened, alt
bought last year.
When completed
’ vacation.
kinds of shop carpenter work promptly and
CREAM it will be one of the best cottages in weeks
i .i.ity and soliciting business for its
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Chapman and
carefully done.
EDWIN II. MAXCY, over
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
ihe place.
Mrs. Georgia LeBuron of MJddlel’aysuu'a store, at the Brook.
advertisers.

SEA

VIEW

□uch Is Interest
During
Sparks'
Horse Acts.

GARAGE

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

North National Bank
Rockland,

Main©

The Kockland National Bank

Philip MaCone

ice
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Every-Other-Day

“EVER

ONWARD”

THE

MOTTO

Rockport High School Based Its Commencement Exer*
cises On That Inspiring Theme.

For ‘■Beauty and Comfort

BuyWool Seamless Rugs
nsurpassed

U

for maximum

durability are the

Tapestry, Velvet,
and Axminster Seamless Rugs
made by Alexander Smith & Sons
Carpet

Company,

the world’s

largest makers of floor coverings
since 1860.

Find a dealer who carries a representative
selection of these famous rugs and ask him
to show you the many attractive patterns.
Prices everyone can afford to pay.

Look for trade mark stamped on the back

of every rug.
Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Co.
NEW

YORK

EVERYTHING MUSICAL

¥

We Have For

PIANOS

l I.

Standard Makes

„
—‘Ur • ?. •___

Ivers & Pond
Merrill
Francis Bacon
McPhail

ff

Os*

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20c AND 25c
Accordions, *$4 to $100
Auto Harps,
$7 to $12
$3 to $7
Brief Cases,
Clarinets,
$35 to $85
Chinese Gongs,
$4.50
Cornets,
$15 to $100
Drum Traps, $30 to $100
Harmonicas, 1 5c to $2.00
Harmonica Holders, 50c

Mandolins,
$4 to $25
Metronomes, $4.50 to $7
Music Cases $1.50 to $20
Music Stands, $1 to $2.75
Music Rolls, $1 to $3.75
Saxophones. $85 to $200
Strings for all Instruments
Violins,
Violin Bows
Violin Supplies

V.F.STUDLEY INC.
ROCKLAND.

Telephone 713.

283 Main St.

te Best After All?
When you are ail
through experiment
Ma&fora

H. M. DE ROCHEMONT
l06 Pleasant Street

HEATING

PLUMBING
Telephone 244-W.
e-o-d-tf-117

ITES-STIN6S

OREL E. DAVIES
OLDEST GRADUATE OPTOME

TRIST IN KNOX COUNTY

(April 15, 1896)
And fitting comfortable glasses at the
right price ever since.

70Tu&Stf

ROCKPORT

VICKS
v
VapoRub

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

,

Mise Doris Ballard is visiting rel
Augusta. A §7.00 a.m., +7.30 a. ra., + 1.10 p m.
atives in Hamitden.
Bangor, A87 00a. m.. +7.i,0 a.m., +1.10p. ra.
Boston. A j7.00 n. tn.J7.30a. m., +1. 10p.m.
H. L. Withee has returned to I
Brunswick,A§7.00a.rn.,t7.30a. m., tl.lOp. m.,
Blanch.-.rd wehe he was called by the
+3.35 pm.
continued serious illness of his
i.-.vi .’mi, A§7 00 a. m., +7.30 a. m.. +1.10 p. m.
New York. ' 1.10p. in.
mother Mrs. William Worster.
V »rtland, A §7.00 a. in., *7.30 a. ra., tl.lOp. in.,
'.Mrs. Fannie M. Andre wo has re
i.35 p. in.
V it. rvillc, AI7 tX)a,tn.,t7.30a m., tl.lOp.m.
turned from Bath where she was the
\ '
i h. A§7.00 a.ra., +7.30 a.m. J1.10 p ra.
guest »f her daughter 31 rs. Arthur
+5.33 p. m.
4
Whittier.
A P is.,eug.ru provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
IR. A Hums left Saturday for Lew- J
•i a.
+ 1 > v»l
•<< Sunday.
p. C. DO’ ' L’.SS,
M L. HARRIS,
iston.
4-27-.. 4 V. 1*. 3c Ckil l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Agt
Alton Crone, Francis Dow and 1
Huse Tibbetts of Glencove are on a J
camping trip at Square Pond,
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
s
Springvale.
IMrs. Helen Greenlaw a“d Mrs. Ar
BANGOR LINE—SPRING SCHEDULE
thur 6p ar of VV.ilildb >ro were gueots
hen a cake falls, who’s to blame? You are,
STEAMSHIPS BELFAST AND CAMDEN
uf Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ing.'aham
of course, for if you’d put a Crawford in
Leave Rockland daily except Sundays at
last week.
8 00 P. M. (Standard Time) for Boston.
KMpt and Mrs. George Lane have
your kitchen you’d soon find out that Single
Return- leave Boston, daily except Sun
returned from Barrington, R. I., and
days at fi (Hl p M. (Daylight Saving Time).
Damper Control just won’t allow the oven to
Leave
Rock'and, dally except Mondays nt 5.00
Medford. Mass., where they were
A. M. (Standard Time) Camden 5 45 A. M •
play mean tricks. Come in and see the new
guests i.f their daughters, M.sycs El
Belfast 7 15 A. M. ; Bucksport 8 45 A >1.;
Crawford mode's.
Winterport 9.15 A M.; Due Bangor 10 00 A.
ie and Reulah Igtne.
Si.
Miss Virginia Bean left M inday to
Return- Leave Bangor, dally except Sun
spend the summer vacation at hetdays at 2.00 P M ; (Standard Time) for
home in Greene.
Boston and way landing'-., due the following
morning about 7.00 A. M
IMre c. E. Grotton was a recent
MT. DESERT L BLUEHILL LINES
guest it the hi me of her sun Sturgis
BAR HARBOR LINE
Grotton in Rockland.
IMiss Helene Dunbar left this
Standard Time
morning for New York on bittiness
Leave Rock’and daily except Mondays at
5 A M . for North Haven, Stonington, South
for Fuller-CoWb-Davis.
west Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Seal Har
Rufus Robarts of Spencer’s Island,
bor. due Bar Harbor 11 A M.
Nova Sco-tia was the guest of his
Return- Leave Bar Harbor daily’ except
Sundays at 1 00 I’. Al for Rockland and way
ousin Charles Roh ti ts Suneay.
landings.
IFre.l Buzzell, who has been the
313-315 Main Street. . Tel. 745-J
BLUE HILL LINE
gueet of his sister Mrs. Arthur K.
ROCKLAND
Standard Time
Walker, left Saturday night for his
Leave Rockland daily except Mondays ot
ln-me in San Francisco, Calif.
3
<»0
A.
M
tor
Dark Harbor. South B rooksMiss Marlon Weidman returned
vilic. Sargentvillo, Deer Isle, Brooklin, South
Frida; of last week from Marcellus,
Bluehill, due Bluehill 11.00 A Al.
Return Leave Bluehill dally except SupN. Y., where she has been the guest
days at 12.30 P Al. for Rockland and way
of he: uncle, Dr. C. E. Weidman and
landings.
family for several weeks.
At Boston connection is made via the Bos
ton ami New York Line express, passenger
Trygve lieistad ia at home from the
and freight si earners for New York and points
University of Maine to spend the
South and West.
stunner vacation with liis parents,
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Mr. and Mrs. IL lieistad.
Portland-New York Freight Service
iRev. Andrews Young and the "Up
Direct Freight Service between Portland
Streamers" are camping at Lake Me- |
and Nt w York is resumed from thc New
gunti' ink lliis week.
They have as '
State Pier. Portland. Me
Sailings Tues
guest.; t buries Tweedie of ltoeklunil. I
days. Thursdays and Saturdays eaen way.
Through
rates
and
direct
track
connections
(Alena li.. wife nf Frank Collamore, | CALL LIVE SUSIflESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD B SERVICE with Maine Central and Grand Trunk
Rail
aged 53 years du d Thursday, June fi
roads.
after a long illness.
She was the I
F S. SHERMAN, Supt , Rockland, Maine.
OILS AND GREASES
CHEVROLET GARAGE
It. S. SHERMAN, Agent. Rockland, Mo
daughter of the late George and Inez
(Watemtm) M Intire ol' Rockport.
Call 127
Call 837-M
Besides a husband she leaves a
Vinalhaven and Rockland
THURSTON OIL CO.
SEA VIEW GARAGE
daughter, Mis. Wilbert M Donald of
Steamboat Co.
Rockport and t.vo brothers, Albert
Wholesale and Retail
Chevrolet Cars, Parts and
ff
of Northport and Frederi k of Cam
Service Station.
Auto Ac
The direct route between
, Oils for All Purposes
den.
Funeral services were held
LOCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAcessories.
Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clo -k. Rev.
CARCOYLE MOBILOiL
VLN. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
ISLAND
I. N. Palmer of the Metli dis:. chui\h
683 Main St., Rockland
70-72 Tillson Ave. Rockland
Officiating.
Interment was in Sea
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
View eme’.ery.
CARAGE
LAUNDRY WORK
(Subject to change without notice)
William H’aliday of Auburn and
EASTERN STANDARD TIME
Call ih
Miss Lucy Reynolds of WindhatntntoCall 170
tored In-re Saturday and were guests I
VINALHAVEN LINE
of M and Mrs. Charles Kibble for I
People’s Laundry
Dyer's Garage, Inc.
Steamer leaves Binalhaven at 7 a m. and
the w -ekend.
17 Limerock Street
1.00 p in., for Kockland daily except Sundays.
REPAIRING, STORAGE
Returning.
leaves
Kockland
(Tillson’s
We do ail kinds of Laundry
Wharf) at 9 30 a. in and 3.30 p. m. for
AND SUPPLIES

The graduation exercises of the class ther up the river is Belfast and
of 1924 Rockport High School were across the river Castine, un old
held Friday evening at the Baptist town teeming with interest in its his
ihurch and the interesting program torical associations.
Among the
was enjoyed by a large number. The lakes are Sebago, Rangelty and
What Maine needs is a
class numbered live: Margaret Up Mooshead.
ham. Blanche Cody, Lillian A. Miller, gigantic advertising campaign such
Ernest Ingraham
and
Maynard as California and Florida have been
Er.ckson.
The deccrationo were in staging.
The people of the State
the class colors, green and gold and must soon see the value of advertis
were very attractive.
At the back ing If Maine ia to continue her lead
of the platform was suspended the in the tourists business.”
class mot tu—"Ever Onward" in gilt
In the Class Will Miss Lillian Mil
letters on a green background, and ler bequeathed to the Class of 1925
the front of the platform waa banked j the seatu formerly occupied by Class
with evergreen studded with gold in of '24; “to the Juniors our good na
the center of which in gilt letters was ture; and our name, ’Dumbbells;’ to
It. H. S.
Streamers of green und the Sophomores, our wit and humor,
g Id extended from the chandelier to and to those green Freshmen all our
the four corners of the auditorium, pencil stubs, rulers, penholders, etc.
and at 8 o’clock the members of the To Melville Welt, Ernest Ingraham’s
High School chorus were marshaled good manners; to Mildred Heald.
by Lloyd Rhodes beneath arches of our map of roads of the surrounding
green, to seats in the rear of the towns; to Doris Wentworth, Blanche
platform.
The march was finely Cody's ten cent jewelry; to Frank
rendered by Mias Charlotte Cross, Priest, Maynard Erickson's sunny
who was also accompanist of the disposition and smile; to Alton
evening.
The chorus was followed Cror.e our authority over
other
by the graduates in caps and gowns, classes; to Bump Dow who hasn’t
who in a stately manner, followed as yet managed to get a certain girl,
their marshal to stats upon the plat we will present our little book of
‘Grace.’ "
form.
The salutatorian of the class was
Presentation of Gifts—Miss Blanche
Ernest Ingraham, who delivered his Cody presented to he-r elassmatea the
part ia a pleasing manner and sa following gifts which she had much
luted parents, teachers, school com difficulty in choosing: to Lillian Mil
mittee, superintendent, ahnuni and ler, the baby girl of the class, a pail
under graduates and classmates, and shovel; to Maynard Erickson, a
thanking those who had helped them compass as guide in this co.d, cruel
in so many ways during their High world.”
Margaret Upham was pre
hoi.l course, and in behalf of the sented with a box of writing paper
class of 1924 assured them that their that she may keep in touch with her
I ITorb! had been appreciated. In re Lincolnville friend whom she does
viewing the lour years the class had not often see. and to Ernest Ingra
-pent together, there were feelings of ham. who formerly worked at a sum
j ,y. yet squint SA in tlieir joy, as they mer hotel she presented a dish pan.
letlized that their High School days
IThe valedictorian of the class was
were ended.
Miss Margaret Upham who had a
•The (d iss hirst- ry wis given in’nn well written and well delivered essay
easy and interesting manner by Miss on "Roonevelt;" “Mr. Roosevelt, our
l.illian Miller, who related the ex 26th president, during his life lived
periences of their four years in High our motto—“Ever Onward” to its
School. They entered as Freshmen fullest extent. He was born in Newwith 25 members.
They Were- sad York City, Oct. 27, 1858, and gradu
dened by the death of one cf their ated from Harvard University in
number.
Miss
Florence
Grey. 1880.
Directly after college he enTheir numbers gradually diminished ' tered prli-tics and was elected to the
until at the beginning of the Senior New York Assembly in 1881. As
■ car they numbered only eight and Governor of New York his record
daring the year three m ire departed. wan remarkable.
He worked with
But “Ever Onward,’’ though rather men of all kinds, reformers as well
down hearted they pushed their way, as politicians, and in almost every
resolvit g to lie true to their class and case got what he wanted.
Six
Ic ed thblr High School days with months after his inauguration as
many pleasant memories of teachers vice president. Roosevelt at the age
and Suh .olmates.
of 45 became President of the United
* • »•
States through the death of William
The next number oi the p-rgiam McKinley.
It is said that Roosevelt
was an essay “Education” by Ernest was the youngest man who had ever
Irigr. ham. which was well Written beci mt- President.
During hie ad
and delivered.
“Education has been ministration he had many serious
In all that he came
one of the most vital subjects of life i, foreign affairs.
ever since the days of ancient -timea. f' in contact with
he improved and
What is Education? Thc answer is went onward to something better.”
this: Education is that thing which
Miss Upham in behalf cf her class
tends to elevate a person from a cer hade farewell to the school board and
tain stage of development to a higher thanked them for the interest they
stage of perfection. The lirst college I' had shown, also extended heartiest
to be founded in thks country was ’ gratitude to friends and parents, who
Harvard sit Cambridge, Mass., in had given them their support and to
1636.
Every normal child horn into 1 the faculty.
To her classmates she
this world is a trinity—mentally, said in parting, “let us not forget
physically and morally. As the child the good lessons and examples that
glow's older the parents should see have been shrfwn us in Rockport
that this trinity Is developed r-o that High.
Also let us not forget our,
the necessary impressions, which will motto 'Ever Onward,' and like Mr,
be of much value to the child later in Roosevelt let us live it to the fullest
life, tire made upon the mind."
degree.”
Maynard Erickson foretold the fuure i f his classmates in a most
The Class Ode. written by thc girls
unique way.
Sitting at his desk at ivas sung by the chorus.
he head of a large detective Bureau
Tune: Commencement Seng
O comrades we have gathered.
n New York ir. the year 1940. one
To
sa.v our last farewell;
bright sunny day in May, as I is mind
For us Rockport High School
everted back to those go d old days
Xo more her bells will tell.
The hour of glad returning.
n Ro kpOrt High, he wondered
To scenes we love so well;
where his i Lessaunten were
He
And now our hearts are yearning
p-essed an electric button at the side
Td be there once again.
if his desk and summoned four cf the
Chorus
In-, i men in his employ; gave them
Then lift our voices clear and strong,
pictures of each cf his four class
Hope gilds the future’s way;
Love lights the past we've known so long
mates and sent them out on trail of
Hail to Commencement Day.
them. At the end of the third week
the foil - men returned bringing letA fond farewell to each one,
Our eyes are filled with tears;
tet s from those whi m they had gone
As we recall the joys.
o setk.
Miss Blanche Cody was
Through all our high school years.
cunning a beauty parlor at Rock
Yet now the future opens.
And calls us tu new ways;
port.
Miss Margaret Upham was
So now we sing our song.
teaching ln a colored s-hool in the
In Rockport Higb School’s praise.
South and Miss Lillian Miller in a
■Supt. Hull In a most fitting and
Bachelor Maids Retreat, a beautiful pieusing manner presented the di
residence in the suburbs of a small city. plomas.
Reminding , the class that
Everything About the premises ln the life into which they have now en
perfect order.
Neatness reigned tered is immeasurably complex in
every where.
Stepping, off the train comparison with that into which
at Paint Beach and taking a taxi to other classes have entered, and as
one of tho famous hotels, he was es- they launch out into the deep they
'orted to his room by Ernest Ingra should keep in mind' thc motto of
ham who had entered the hotel line. their class “Ever Omvard.”
Bene
• . • •
diction was pronounced by Rev. An
The subject of Miss Blanche Cody's drew Young.
essay was "Summer Resorts in
Special mention should be made of
Maine" which was easily and dis the mhsic of thc evening which was
tinctly delivered.
"During the last furnished by the High School chorus
half of the ninteenth century Maine under the skillful direction of Mrs.
developed a new industry: she be Harrison Sanborn.
The musical
came a vacation State for the city numbers on the program included
dwellers who are always seeking re “A Song of Joy," Bononcini; “Springlief from the terrible heat of the Time is Song Time," Polk and
-llies.
Maine gives to them her “(graduation Farewell,? Sullivan, all
benutiful o.-eana. mountain's, lakes of which were finely
rendered.
and woods.
An important resort is Charlotte Cross accompanist.
Old Orchard with its hea ill nine
miles in length and in width from
EAST UNION
ne fourth to a full half mile.
One
Mre. Bertha E. Esancy
of the oldest resorts is the Bcothbay
This town met with a severe loss
district.
The Penobscot Bay and in the death of Bertha E., wife of
the region of Mt. Desert arc among William H. Eaancy which occurred
the popular resorts.
Atnui'.g the at her home May 31, at the age of
islands -ire Vinalhaven. North Haven. 54 years. She was ill hut a few days
Deer Isle.
On Islcsboro Is the vil and her death came as a great 'shock
lage of Dark Hai'foo:- said to be thc not only to the Immediate family,
scat of the most exclusive colony on but in the entire community a gen
the Maine coast.
At the mouth of eral spirit of sorrow prevailed. Mrs.
the bay Is Rockland, a center for Esancy was born O.-t. 20, 1869, the
tourists.
Its largest hotel is “The only’ daughter of Marcellus and Em
Samoset" which will accommodate ma
(Roukes)
Wentworth.
She
hundreds of guests.
Going up the wan married to Mr. Esrtney in 18891
river we have Rockport, a small town Besides her husband she leaves two
but having a fow summer homes ! children, Burleigh Esancy and Beu
owned by men of national fame, in lah, wife Of Benjamin P. Hilt, her
cluding Cyrus H. K. Curtis and Ed parents and seven grandchildren.
ward Bok. Camden is its neighbor Mrs. Esancy possessed a strong, wo
ing town where are found many manly character and with her kind
beautiful summer homes.
Still fur- (lisp silion she had won many warm
friendships. Being of a home loving
nature she was greatly* attached to
her home and family.
In all the
For all insect bites, red duties of life rhe did her part well
and i ne can truly say that the world
bug, chigger, bee, wasp, is better because she lived in It.
mosquito, etc., apply wet She was a loyal member of Pioneer
baking soda or household Grange having joined the order when
ammonia, followed by quite young. Funeral services were
cooling applications of— held from her late home Tuesday af
ternoon with a large attendance. Rev.
It. P. Browne of Rockland ottl -lating.
The members of Pioneer Orange at
tended in a body and the profusion of
floral tributes were silent tokens of
love and sympathy.
The hearers
were James Dornan, J. W. Kearly,
Ootr 17 Million Jan Utod Yaarfy
.George Davis and Merle Hilt.

I
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Who’ to blame?

W

Stonington Furniture Co.

?

Telephone
&
Directory Sb

£
«

DUTCH NECK

Mrs. Cora Winchenbaugh has re
turned h ;me after spending the win
ter with her daughter in Friendship.
Evelyn Genthner of South
Waldoboro spent the weekend with
her grandfather, Thomas Creamer.
iMa - Mattie Jordan of Wakefield,
Mass . is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Alice French.
(Mi's Addie Creamer has resumed
hef^dutiea at Paragon Button Fac
tory after a two weeks vacation.
tf>r. C. D. North of Rockland was in
this vicinity recently.
'Misses Theresa Burns,
Jeanie
Creaaner and Mrs. Ada Wellman were
in Waldoboro Wednesday.

.

f

Work.
Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough;
Dry.
Finish
Flat
Work.'
Shirts, Collars.

Vinalhaven.

Agent for
DODGE BROS. CARS

MONUMENTS

Telephone Connection

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

STONINGTON & SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 a m.
Stonington fi 45 and North Haven at 7.15 a.
in. for Kockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 p m. for
above landings also Isle au Haut when pas
sengers.

W. 8. WHITE,
Manager.
Rockland, Maine May 15. 1924.

F. E. ADAMS, M. D.
Office Hours: 8 to 9 a. m., 1 to 4 and
7 to 8 p. m„ and by appointmont
Day cr Night Calls answered from the
office
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 160
54-tf

M rs. Ernest L. Burns

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.

This town was saddened to learn
of the death of Blanche L., wife of
Ernest Burns which occurred sud
denly at her home May 29 after only
1 few hoirts illness.
Only a few
months lhack she was employed at the
Paragon Button Factory enjoying |
health a-nd youth, breathing happiness all about her.
Held in high repe t and esteem by many friends.
her loss is beyond consoling.
IMra. Burns Wa« born in Waldoboro,
ARgust 28. 1891, the daughter of An
derson and Alice French and at
tended the schools in this town
where she was a great favorite with
her teachers and schoolmates. She
was married on Feb. 18, 1910 to Er
nest Burns who survives her.
Her
name was one of the first to be en
rolled when the button factory
opened and at the time of her l-esig-

407 MAIN STREET
Hours: 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
Residence. 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
Office Telephone 493-W

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Tolephone 136
38 UNION ST.. ROCKlAND. ME.

Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

Telephone 323
Rockland

38 Summer Street,

68-tf

The Best
Ever
The best ever is in
every can of Hatchet
Brand Baked Beans.
Baked in big brick ovens

to a delicate and savory
tenderness—then canned

piping® hot—you’ll say
they certainly are

best ever.

the

Made of the

best, they cost no more

than the rest.
Try

a can

tomorrow.

Four kinds. Your grower

Union church, the W. C. T. U., the
Lend-a-Hand Society and a loyal
supporter of Good Luck Rebekah
Iiodge which attended the funeral
held Sunday, Rev. Herbert Price offi
ciating.
Beeides her husband she
leaves a tnolher, one brother Harold
and a little nephew, Donald French,
who has but recently lost father and
mother.
The sea of flowers showed
the high esteem in which she was
held.

Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy

C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph.C.
Chiropractor

PRINTING
Ail Films Hand Developed

R. W. TYLER
MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY

SWAN’S ISLAND
(Frederick Johnson, Jr. and bride
arrived Friday and plan to rattle in
Minturn.
(The Parkhurst Fisheries Co., Lin
wood Joyce, 'manager, have about
completed the estUblisfiment of a
medicine oil factory.
They manu
facture oil from lisli livers with a
capacity of about 90 bbhs. daily.
A nota'ble advance in the condition
of ttoe fresh fish business has been
instituted at the plant of the John F.
Stanley & Son Fisheries at South
west Harbor.
Halibut brought in
to this plant in the morning aie being
retailed before dark in the top of the
State in Aroostook county.
The
frei^h fish are rushed by fast motor
boat to Stanley & Son.
They dlsivatch them by motor trucks through
E'i Is worth and Bangor to Aroostmk
county retailing the ttsh all al ng the
route.

400 Main Street, - - - Rockland
Craduate Palmer School of Chiropractic
Office Hours;
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, 10-12; 2-5;
7-8. Tuesdays. Thursdays. 10-12; 2-5;
Saturdays. 10-12.
Tel. 88fi

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office Hears: I to ] and 7 to 9 P. M.

Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment

Telephone

184

THOMASTON, ME.

FOR SALE
Two Marble Imposing Sur
faces, size 31x38 in. and
30x60 in.; also Shafting
and Pulleys.
Inquire at This Office

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
COMPLETE DPsUG AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPFCIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main Street, Rockland
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
103 PLEASANT STREET

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY certified edition
The Famous Sheet Music you see adver
tised in all the leading magazines.
Over
220
selections—send
for
catalogue

MAINE MUSIC CO.. Rockland, Me.

PLUMBING

HEATING

TEL. 244-W

117-tf

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law
Special Attention to Probate Matters

knows. Always ask him

875 MAIN ST.. KOCKLAND, ME.

for

w&vttohcirv

HATCHET
BRAND
Baked Beans

are hjveed of
g SOT«
tationery
*
_
V
GENERAL

Specialty: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
Telephones—Office 438; House 603-W

STOWES

Controversies V with custom.
ere pre costly. Avoid mistakes

by uelnx Potter Solos Books

THE POTTER PRESS
G31 SOUTH ST

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney At Law

WALTHAM. MASS

145T261

COUP.IER-SAZtr.c
ROCKLAXa
IVAINt

ARTHUR L ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Erskine & Co.
417 MAIN ST., .... ROCKLAND

THOMASTON

DIPLOMAS FOR NINE

For Sale

GARDENS THAT PRODUCE RESULTS

FOR SALE—Am buying larger boat, so am

oftariug my lobster boat for sale; 20 ft.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton L. Morse and Thomaston High School To
long. 5 ft. beam, 4 h. p. Bietor, good eondtlong, 5ft. beam. 4 h p. Victor, good condi
son Westley left for Montreal Friday
GUARANTEED
tion.
$50 cash takes her.
(’ommunieatc
morrow Night Has a Pro
where Mrs. Morse will remain for a
b.v mail. E. (». SUMMONS, care I. L Snow
Spraying
is
a
necessity
for
some
vegetables.
short visit with her mother. Mrs. Ely
FOR SALE—Satin lined evening cape suit
gram That Is Different.
able for graduation.
New and reasonable.
Westmont.
Mr. Morse will proceed
I
Terms to student.
TEL. 864 R, or address
In lieu of the usual commencement
CAPE, care Courier-Gazette.
70-lt
to Chaplain, Ontario, where he has
By SETH W. SHOEMAKER
exercises the Senior class of Thomextensive lum'ber interests.
FOR SALE—THE FRANK CLOUGH FARM
Director,
School
of
Agriculture,
International
Correspondence
Schools,
1918
Overland
............................................
$
95.00
of 38 acres, opposite Oakland Park. A good
Arthur Risteen has been appointed iston High School will tomorrow
" room house' with barn connected by wood
Scranton, Pa.
1919 Overland ............................................ 115.00
se, ,unl lieutenant in Battery F., C. A. night present a program which is
shed and carriage house.
Electric lights,
materially different. The feature will
(Harbor defense).
nice
water, good orchard. Plenty of wood
The pirates of the gardens are al- bounteous return or only fungi -and garden during the present season the
1918
Reo Touring.................................... 195.00
be
an
address
by
Prof.
Herbert
C.
for
home
use
A
number
of
acres of blue
T. 11. S. baseball team met its first
disappointrflent depends upon your following information is given in
berries with good Held and pasture.
Is
Some of these preparedness.
1918
Dodge Touring............................... 215.00
defeat of the season at Rockland Sat Libby of Colby College, whose sub ways on the job.
concise form covering all of the com
located
on
State
road
and
car
line.
This
Is a very attractive place and would make
urday.
The score: Rockland 2, ject will be “Four Questions and pirates are insects j tnd some are
Do not be discouraged in advance. mon insect pests and diseases most
1920 Buick Six Touring........................... 325.00
Four Answers.” Music will be fur
a fine summer home.
Apply to L W BEN
Thomaston 0.
Thio
Not all garden plants succumb to serious on garden vegetables.
NER, Real Estate Agent, 2 North .Main
Vigilance and knowledge are the attack of insect pests or dis- j table is as valuable to the average
1920 Buick, seven passenger................. 415.00
ICapt. Howard Barter who was nished by the High School Orchestra fungi.
Street. Rockland.
70-72
taken from the home of his sister, with incidental selections by num the two main essentials in lighting eases but some are quite sensitive lannateur gardener as all of his tools
FOR SALE—ln Portland Rooming house
1921 Hudson, seven passenger............... 575.00
bers
of
the
school.
At
the
conclu

Mrs. Edward Brown to Silsby Hos
II rooms well furnished and clean.
Can
and must be given careful attention. | put together.
Clip it out, have it
ariange for light housekeeping.
Inquire at
1921
Studebaker Big Six........................ 675.00
pital the latter part of May is better sion of the program Supt. Charles these pirhtes of ihe gardens.
| To heli those who like to be fore- 1 handy ‘and you will avoid much
(
(H
R1ER-GAZKTTE
OFFICE
70*72
Lord
will
present
diplomas
to
the
and apparently on the road to recov
tit eir troubles in their ' trouble. *
Whether your garden yields a • warned
1921 Franklin Touring............................. 695.00
FOR SALE Tulip CHALKS H NVE. 14
nine members of the class—Georgia
ery.
John St.
New Paint
70*72
Wyllie,
Dorothy
Keller,
Sadie
Oliver,
■Mw. Ruth Rafter is visiting her
FOR SALE Motor boat 16’,£ feet long. 2l/4
Treatment
1922 Marmon............................................... 985.00
Nature of Injury
Pest or Disease
Vegetable
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Turner, Knox Stanley Kalloch, George Newbert,
horse power, in good condition.
HERBERT j
Perfect Condition
street.
Mrs. Rafter is a teacher of Chester Slader. Ralph Bourne. Harold
KALLOCH, inquire at St. Clair & Allen’s.
Whitehill and Clarence Lunt.
On voung bed. dust young shoots with poison. On cutting bed,
70*75
Common
music at Farmington, Conn.
Young shoots are
Asparagus.
1923 Hudson, seven passenger............... 1 225.00
cut shoots every day er so. After cutting season, dust plants
The prophecies written by Messrs.
asparagus beetle
eaten
(Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Davis and
FOR SALE The Del Bartlett place in
with
poison.
Paris
green
or
arsenate
of
lead
powder
with
Perfect Condition
Union, situated on east side Kennebec Pond.
Mrs. Rogen of Portland, visitors last Bourne and Lunt; the valedictory by
gypsum or plaster._______ __________ __ _______________ _______
Apply to RILEY BRADFORD. R F D. 2,
WE ARE GOING TO MOVE TO 722 MAIN STREET
el only"JtnTnK vigorous plants in uninfected soil. Keep plants
week of Mrs. Elnrua Morse, have re Mr. Kalloch. and the orations, writ
.q».uagus rust
Asparagus....
Woricn
( 76-78
ten by Messrs. Newbert and Whitegrowing strong. If a l ed becomes infected, cut down and burn
! fops turn yellow to
turned home.
FOR SALE—Four new 5-ft, movers, 2 new I
II,
PS
Lite
in
fall
after
they
turn
yellow
but
before
they
become
hill,
were
published
in
the
school
pa

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrenqg. H. Dunn
brittle.
4 ft. mowers.
Each machine warranted, j
Price $75 each.
WALTER S BENNER. R.
and Miss Hattie Dunn spent the per, the Sea Breeze, and the others
spr.»y with arsenate of lead paste solution at lirst sign of damage.
i. ister beetle,
Bean
were
read
at
Senior
chapel
Friday
F.
D.
City.
Box
70.
Tel 609-M.
70-75
bean ladvbird.
weekend in Augusta.
morning.
..
an-leaf
beetle
FOR SALE—Nice 6 weeks old pigs, $6 each.
ICapt. Russell Gray and Lieutenant
The alumni banquet will take place
Two \iarling (niters anil a last fall bull
Arthur Risteen of Battery F, will
TELEPHONE
nt seed in a tight vessel. Fumigate with 1 oz. carbon bisulphide
665 MAIN ST.
Bean
calf.
FREDERICK F MONROE, South
for ea« h 60 cu. ft. of air space. Sprinkle liquid over beans.
leave Friday to attend a school of in Knox Hotel Thursday night and
Thomaston, Me. Tel. 647-14.
70-72
Keep fire away, as gas is inflammable.___________
896
officers at Fort Wright, X. Y.
They the graduation ball is scheduled1 for
FOR SALE 30 pigs $6 each; also four
ROCKLAND
>ip
seed
in
toimalm
somimn
before
planting.
Three
sprayings
Watts
hall
Friday
night.
Bean
will he absent five dayQ.
shoals.
E H SMITH. Glenmere.
Tel.
with Bordeaux, first when third leaf is developing and two at
ind
Thus endeth another school year
9-23 Tenant’s Harbor.
70*72
Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sisters,
intervals of 2 weeks._______________________________________
—
the
fourth
under
the
administration
, i neeesbary to spray on market beets use a mmoniaeal-copperhave made Arcana Lodge, K. of P.,
1. » t .eat spot
FOR SALE—2 Airedales, botli of good dis
carbonate solution. Bordeaux mixture may • be used on beets
position ; rabbit hound. I coon and skunk
a present of $50.
Those sisters are of Principal Sturtevant, who. much
for
home
no
or
storage
.
________________
_
___________________
hound, at reasonable prices.
MRS. A. O.
to the satisfaction of parents and pu
the kind to have.
START, West Rockport. Tel. Camden 152-41.
»amage is not serious unless beets are grown for market, when
Beet.
Mr. Crie’s i*ce truck figured in a pils alike, has signed up for a fifth
70*75
ap'^arance is spoiled__________________________________ ___
mishap Saturday.
In attempting to year.
se arsenate ot lead solution, spray two or three times before
i»b.tge
in leaves
FOR SALE—82-acre farm at Ash I’oint.
Caubage.
heads
begin
to
harden.
No
danger
is
using
poison,
as
outside
NORTH
HAVEN
turn opposite L. H. Dunn’s lawn the
House, barn, henpen, liens and ciiiekens,
leaves ar-- discarded._________________________________________
garden planted, cuts $200 worth hay, small
truck went over the embankment
CAMDEN
somt tim« s if first plants infected in a plot are destroyed trouble
wood lot, pasture -Fine view.
Good sum
Caboage.
.
Vote
for
J.
O.
Brown
for
Represen

between the Maxey house and Dr.
Advertisements in this column not to mer home.
will cease. The following are effective: Tobacco dust, tobacco
Ajqily on premises.
AVA A.
tative. first North Haven man in the exceed thre^ lines inserted once for 25 cents, STAPLES_______________________ 69*71
decoction, whale-oil soap ___________________________
.
Alden’s upsetting and spilling its loa'd
Mrs. A. T. Newhall has recently re
3
times
for
50
cents
Additional
lines
5
aper
bands
will
keep
cutworms
off.
Seedlings
with
tough,
field for ten years.—adv.
70**2
of ice. No one was injured but the ceived a letter from Lebanon Valley
FOR SALE—One stand-up desk and chair
cent's each for one time, 10 cents 3 times.
sturdy stems are not seriously attacked. In small patches
in good condition.
CHARLES T. SPEAR,
truck required considerable straight College notifying her that her daugh
Six words make a line.
poison bait is effective.
A. K. Spear Block, Main St., Room 5.
ening of forward end gear.
It was ter. Miss Katherine Hooper who is a
i a: l <•<!-pap«T collars placed about the stem of each seedling
69*71
Cabbage-root
Used
Cars
close to ground are most effective. Carbolic acid and waterpulled back into the road by Mf. student at the conservatory of music
<1. stn
Lost and Found
nuts
FOR SALE—Silo with cutter and engine;
slaked lime are used
form a cru^t on ground around base of
Robertson’s lumber truck.
1917
TWIN
SIX
PACK
AC
’
1
,
mud,I
2
;t'>.
in
there, has been awarded scholarship
stem. Scatter kerosene and sand along the row.______________
LOST—Saturday. June 7. between Thomas also thoroughbred Durham Bull, 2 years old.
fine condition.
Price low for cash.
A. C.
An item in the “Around the Plant” of $75 from the Presser Endrwmont
CREIGHTON, R. 2, Warren, Me.
<n a smau planting, hand picking is effective. On a large plant
Harlequin
. s wilt
JONES. 5 Talbot Ave., phone 576-R. or ton and Woolwich tire 34x1mounted on S 11.____________________________
60*71
column of The Courier-Gazette sent Fund.
ing.
sow
a
row
or
two
of
radishes
or
mustard
early
as
trap
rim.
Notify ROCKLAND GARAGE. 70-72
The letter also stated that
cabbage bug
FIREPROOF GARAGE, phone 889.
70*tf
plants on either side of patch, and when bugs attack them
FOR SALE The Bertie F. Smith bouse on
the local correspondent to th° wharf Miss Hooper has received distin
FOUND—Picked up adrift, a punt red bot
1922 DODGE SEDAN; 1921 Dodge Touring
drench with raw kerosene spray.
__________________
street, U& story house, 6 rooms, lot
end of the town.
The item stated guished rank and spoke very flatter
1921 Ford Coupe: 1920 Ford Touring.
All tom ami lead top. damaged about tiie top. Autumn
178x75 feet. Shed atached. Hardwood floors
nn lUiTiit cabbage on same ground more often than once in 3
Club root
rge. white, warty
in perfect condition.
Price reasonable. W. E. ROBINSON. Isle au H int. Me 69*71
that the Rockland & Rockport Lime ingly of her musical ablity. She was
in kitchen and dining room. A barn is in
vr. App:v 1 lb. ground 1 imestone to each 10 sq. ft.____________
nsws (in roots
BENJ. MILLER. 26 Rankin St., Rockland,
LOST—I <arge size brown fur scarf on Main cluded. The whole place in good condition.
Corporation would make a thorough a member of the graduating elw cf
notation is important in both garden and seed bed. Apply no
Black rot
, i Bia« i< spots on leave
Me.
Tel 692-J.
70*72
Cabbage.
street, Wednesday.
Notify FULLER-UOBB- Also brand new 5-room bouse with electric
infected manure. Eliminate insects. Remove all infected
clean-up erf its sheds and buildings in Camden High School 1923 and, her
and black veins in
FOR~
SALE~OR
WILL
EXCHANGE
fTr
lights. A 60-acre farm, 3(A miles from the
DAVI«.
68-70
nip nt s at once. Soak <e»d ir. fonnalip solution for 15 min.
stem
Thomaston.
It was found that the classmates and Camden friends have
city.
story house, good barn, new garage,
smaller
car
—
1921
Special
Six
Studebaker
in
• wo or ihi ee hand pickings will usually eliminate ail caterpillars.
clerv <a;>-rpiil;
A 60 acre farm, 3^ miles from tiie city,
work of tearing down the building cause to be proud of her success’-.fot
good condition
Inquire ROCKLAND SHOE
•niy numerous in a few localities. Hand-picking is good.
Celery leaf tie;
Wanted
P,2
story
bouse, good barn, new garage, sevCelery ...............
Leaves eaten and
REPAIRING
CO..
18
School
St.
69*71
known as the C. Waterman store and although she entered the conserva
tied together by a
several hen houses. Tiie place commands a
OVERLAND 90 TOURING CAR, good co:
tenement had already begun.
Jan. tory last fall her ability whs such
WANTED—Girl for kitchen work. THORN- fine view
web_______
The well i3 never dry. 18 acres of,
dition.
Price very low for quick sale.
DIKE HOTEL.
70-tf
field and two good pastures are included
ttrong. healthy, rapidly gr<.wtng seedlings suffer less than weak
>aniping-oif
1, 1869, the firm of J. A. Creighton that she was immediately advanced
Celery ............... Small seedlings dry
PERRY, Warren, Me.
Tel. 174 42.
ones. Avoid extremes of drought and moisture in seed bed.
Plenty
of
firewood
and some lumber. There
fungus
ip
where
they
touch
WANTED—At once, girl for general house are 9 cows, pair of horses, hens, all farming
& Co. which had been carrying on to the junior class.
«’8*’9
Sir Edward
soil
work
MRS. HAROLD CONN'ON. 73 Sum implements, hay rake, plows, cultivator, tools
an extensive 'business in lime burn Baxter Perry teaches pianoforte in
M»r«iv with o-o-ov Bordeaux or ammoniacal copper carbonate
TWO OVERLANDS. Revere Sport Model. mer St
|t »-l:ow ish leaves with
Celery blight
70-72
Celery
good as new. A new truck wagon, a riding
solution at intervals of 10 da. to 2 wk. Keep plants growing. grain, coal, etc., dissolved part this college and will arrive n Camden
Cole 8 Sedan, 4 cylinder Cadillac, 1. A. C..
black areas on them
WANTED HOUSEKEEPER in family o wagon, a sled and a sleigh. Also as good
ing rapidly.____________ ______________________________________
Ford Touring, Dodge Runabout.
STEVENS
nership (the firm consisted of James Friday accompanied by Miss Hop
a milk route as there is in Rockland goes
three
Address
BOX
174,
Camden,
Me.
GARAOB,
57
Pacific
St
Tel
563
R.
Best plan is to grow seedlings under screens or glass. Dust
btriped
.’hewed leave:
Cucumber
A. Creighton, James O. Cushing and kins and Miss Katherine Hooper to
with this proimsitiofi if desired, including
70-72
» 67*72
plants with tobacco dust or with hydrated lime to which
Cucumber beetb
Plants wilt
all tilings pertaining to the route The price
Charles Waterman). In the division spend the summer in Camden.
carbo’ic acid has been added.____ ___ __________________ _
WANTED -General maid In family of two. of the plant is decidedly reasonable.
FORD SEDAN—First class shape, paint
of the business Mr. Waterman had a
n e i e <11 sea.se i s . pre valent, begin spraying with 4-5-56 Bor
Downy mildew
Mr. and Mrs. Blakely of Chicago
At first, yellowish
L. W BENNER.
and mechanically.
E. M. BE5NER. 344 Must be Protestant and have some knowl
Cucumber ..
deaux as soon as plants begin to go to vine and repeat at!
or cu umber
spots on leaves.
edge of cooking.
Wages excellent. Good
lot of land on the western side of have arrived and will occupy Els
Broadway.
62-tf
Real Estate Agent
10-da.
intervals.
blight
Later,
leaves
dry
up
until
Sept
15
Apply
CHAMBER
OF.
2
North
Main Stret, Rockland.
69
Knox street at the foot.
He bought mere for the summer.
BIG
TRADE IN RfcO 7
passenger, COMMElff’E. Rockland
and shrivel ___
70-72
in good condition A. C. JONES. Apperson
FOR SALE House of seven rooms at Glenthe building at Mill River and had it
for cucumber.
Fire destroyed the Sanford house
I Same as ('ucumher
same
Melons
WANTED -To buy or rent wheel chair. mere with about a quarter acre of land.
Agents.
Tel. 576-R or Fireproof Garage
moved to the lot named above and on Cobb Road at about 2 o’clock
i>o not grow unions on same ground oftener than once in 3 or 4
Onion maggot
MHS WALTER MARTIN, Emery Star Route. Would make a good summer home.
Pops wilt and toppk
62*tf
ED
vr. Keep plants growing rapidly. Apply about 4 oz. of dilute
used it for a store.
The announced Monday morning. It was owned by
Tel. 167-2.
70-72
WARD A SEAVEY, Warren, Maine.
Lock |
carholic-pfid emulsion to g.-ound about each plant once a week.
69*74
purpose of the company to tear down Mrs. Addie Sanford Leland and it is
WANTED—First class laundress for four Box 190.
iiotate if possible” If the soil is infected apply small quantity of
Miscellaneous
Onion smut
Black streaks on
days a week.
TEL. 183-R, Rockland.
all sheds and buiMings will cause the said that there was no insurance.
FOR SALE Knight Templar Regalia; 50
formalin «olution on seed as soon as it is placed in soil._______
leaves mmr ground
ft. new hose; some antique articles.
AN
HOME MADE
DOUGHNUTS Made
by
removal of a large kiln shed at the The cause of the fire is unknown.
•a
b
»
>ag
*.
Do
not
pi
mt
on
sod
g
r
ound
.
_
_____________________
' ut worm___
Potato < sweet i Seen ling stems cut
NIE
F HAHN, 67 Rankin St.______ 68*70
Mrs
Etta
Martin
on
sale
at
Knight
Bros.
WANTED Tiie 2 volumes of Eaton’s His
original J. O. Cushing & Co. plant.
v< et potato roo >< ri »iis pest in Gulf-Coast States. Suspected seed roots should
The W. C. T. U. meets this after
Burrows in vines
Potato (sweet)
Market.
Webber
Market
Co.,
E.
C.
Patter

tory
of
Thomaston.
MRS.
\V.
A
NEWlb. carbon bisulphide per 100 bu.
FCR SALE—Furniture used very little.
30 hr. with
be fumigated
.
The purpose of the corporation to noon with Mrs. Fred D. Aldus.
and roots
son’s and F. O. Haskell’s.
70*72
CO'MBE, Tlicmaston.
70*73
Su’d cheap.
11 CENTER ST.
68-70
roots in tight container. Spray vines with arsenate of lead or
abandon its Thomaston plant has
Mr. and Mrs. John Hooper of*
Paris green solution.
ICE.
WOOD.
TRUCKING—Hard
Fitted
WANTED—Man to work in store.
ROCK
FOR
SALEWOODWORK
MACHINES
—18
been known for some time. Its with Auburn and Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
Wood $16 00 cord, Bhinis 10 bundles $1 00. LAND GRAIN CO., 46 Park St.
>n ma.i p it< hes hand picking is effective. On larger patches.
Tel. 860 I inch surface planer ami matcher; 12 inch
Potato bug
Chewed leaves
Potato (white)
R H WITHINGTDN. Tel. 361W
70 tf
jprav two or three times with arsenate of lead solution. If
68-70
drawal is to be regretted.
Gilley of Rockland were Suncray
buzz
planer;
36
inch
band
saw:
10
inch
possible hand-pick old beetles early in season to prevent egg
• * ♦ •
,
edge.
WANTED—Girl for general housework in ,a?|ie. complete with bed; variety wood I
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Simp
. a \ i n g.
___________________ .______
er; rip saw table; gang saw arbor; duull
covered
buttons,
plaiting.
PHYLLIS
TOLJ
small
family.
No
washing
or
ironing.
Ap
The baccalaureate sermon to the son.
uh un sic ms <f ir.f> Oprf plants and burn. Seldom a serious pest.
r»tato stalk bore:
Plants wilt
emery wheel stand with carborundum wheel!
Potato (white
MAN MORtiK, 359 Main St Tel. 868-M
{ ply to MRS. W T. COBB, 12 Talbot Ave
shafting, hangers and belting..
HBttBfin
claiss of 1924. Thomaston High School
Spray eariy with B-6-50 Bordeaux and at 2-wk. intervals. SprayWhitehall,
Camden’s
beautiful
C9-tf
68-70
1’otaio blight
Blackened,
Potato (white)
Ii BARTER, 276 Main St , Rockland.
Tf
:ng w ill materially increase the yield.________________________
ill-smelling leaves
was prea'ched at the Congregational summer hotel on High street, opens
AUTO PAINTING BY HERBERT ULMER.
WANTED—By man with small family- poGS-tf
ifected.
plant
potatoes
1
’
iani
in
uninfected
soft,
if
soil
becomes
infected,
plajit
Potato scab
Scabby spots
church Sunday evening before a large today. An addition has been made
Potato (white)
expert
auto
painter
and
finisher
at
STEVENS
sition
on
farm
where
he
can
work
year
round.
on’v once in 3 yr. Use only clean seed, Dip seed in formalin
FOR SALE FARM -My farm situated in
on tubers
(.end teamster and milker.
Must have
GARAGE, 57 Pacific St Tel. 563-R.
congregation.
The pastor Rev. J. during the spring and several new
solution before cutting.
bouse
Address N , care COURIER-GA Union. Me., consisting of 150 acres, equally
W. Strout delivered the sermon and bathrooms added. The house now
divided
in tillage, pasture and wood.
Sold
laid
on
ground
and
exterminate
with
kerosquash I'rap under shingle
ZETTE.
68*73
Leave wilt
Squash
on easy terms
50 tons hay. with or with
ORDERS TAKEN FOR Machine Ilenntitch
»ug or stink bug} sene__________ ._________________________________ _
was assisted by Rev. N. F. Atwood of contains 43 bed rooms and 26 bath
WANTED—Machinists. marine engine re out.
ing.
Picot
Edge
and
fancy
work
MRS.
JOA.
E.
VOSE,
Rockville.
Me
67*72
Squash - v ine (Stems can be slit without injury to plant—cover wound with
Plants wilt and die
the Methodist Episcopal church. The rooms which with the commodious
Squash
pair men. and boat builders
CAMDENSLI1I NASSAU. 12 Edwards St.
67*72
moist earth Cultivate late in fall and plow deep in spring.
borer
FOR SALE 60 acre farm near Rockland—
ANCHOR ROCKLAND MACHINE CO.. Cam
High School Orchestra rendered sev office, gentlemen’s smoking room
Where vest is bad. rotate. PlanA.early trap vines. _________
wood lot. barn 40x50—fine 8-rooni house, run
PUBLIC AUTO A WALKER BREWSTER den, Me.
67-72
eral musical selections in a pleasing [ladies parlor, wide piazza and sun
i When cutw orms ar- present place 3- to 4-in paper collar about
ning water.
With consider mortgage
Residence 24 Maple St. Tel. 588-J. Prompt
Cutworm
Plants cut down
Tomato.
WANTED—Family of four would like place
attention to all orders
65-73
40-acre farm in Waldoboro- nice house. )
manner.
Harold Iloundy was the porch issure the comfort of the
to board near golf course during month of fire places, hot water heat; housing for 1000 j
| in Paris gre^n as a bait.
organist.
guests.
NOTICE This is to warn all persons not Inly.
Address T K HEALY, 10 Sherman liens
Fiea beetle
ISprav with 5-6-50 Bordeaux once or twice. This acts as a
Tomato......... Small holes in leaves
to harbor or trust my wife, Ora M. Ripley on Street, Brooklyn. N Y.
(Lee Walker has bought the Stack67-72
Mrs. J. S. Felton is quite ill at her
$2000 farm of 60 acres, good shore privi
repellant. Usually not a serious pest. Such sprayings with
my
account
as
I
shall
not
pay
any
bills
of
' Bordeaux will keep down any fungous diseases present.
pole house, corner of Knox and Hyler home on Washington street.
WANTED Two table girls.
HOTEL lege, plenty of wocyi and blueberries.
her contracting after this (late.
F. A. RIP
5-room house for $2300 with bath.
__________________________________
65-ff
Tomato fruit IA row or two of com about fie.ld planted early will attract
streets and
will take possession
ROCKLAND.
Leaves eaten
LEY
Young Chester Leonard met with a
Tomato...........
The Fiske house on Summer St.
worm
worms where they can be killed with a raw kerosene spray.
South Hope, Maine, May 24, 1924.
July 1.
WANTED
—
Two
table
girls
at
the
THORN

serious accident Sunday evening on
Nice home in Rockport
Cotton boll worm Paris green solution can be used within 2 or 3 wk. of harvest,
63*71
DIKE HOTEL.
47 tf
A nice farm with ocean view at a very
The Thomaston Democratic Wo Upper Washington street. He was
Corn-ear worm I as rain will wash it off.
good
trade.
PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING—For
men’s Club will meet with Mrs. R. O. riding on a truck from which he fell
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats ant*
The
Gardner Bungafww on Broadway ami
such
work
call
349M
Rockland.
C.
C.
kittens. Highest prices paid. TEL. 352-14, Beech street.
Elliot on Saturday evening instead of striking on his head. He was picked
JOHNSTON. 16 Pleasant St.
62*73
JOHN S RANLETT. Rockville, Me. 31-lf
(’all at my office and look over my list of
Thursday evening as previously an up unconscious and taken to Rock
TRUCKING. MOVING AND
ERRANDS
trades
nounced.
The comedy begins in the evening done promptly. Go anywhere. C. O HARland where he is in Knox Hospital in SUMMER COTTAGES AND BOARD She possesses a voice of great range
To Let
ROBERT V. COLLINS. Real Estate. 373
-----land power., and never fails to sway‘at 8.30 following an hour of pictures. ADEN. Tel 156-M or 629-J
Three of the leading local events of a critical condition.
61-if
Main St. Rockland. Me.
_____ 68-69-70
TO LET—Minlem centrally located rooms
About
this
time
of
year
The
Cou-^her
audience.
[The
picture
tonight
is
“
Face
To
the year will take place this week.
FITTED DRY HARDWOOD —$16 |wr rord for light housekeeping: also other rooms- FOR SALE—Fitted hard wood $1" per cd.;
Alfred W. Tobin of Dorchester was
The graduation <4 T. H. S., class of the guest of relatives in town over rier-Gazette begins to have inquiries' There are other stars in this cast.; Face,” and Wednesday and Thurs- delivered. Send your orders for future or im in private family.
14 OAK St. Telephone sniail fltt'ed round wood $11 per ed ; clefted
mediate delivery.
CHARLES HELIN Tel. 117-W.
cord wood $13 per cd : round cord wood $11
70*72
’24 will be Wednesday evening, at Sunday.
ind two f them who should not be day, “Lonesome Corners.”
332-21
60-71
per cd
Address MIKKO LOFMAN, R. F.
by persons who wish to come to this vverlooked
Watts hall: the banquet of the Alum
are
Harry
Hollis, • Special price of 10 cents for childTel 263-11. 67*72
TO LET—Furnished rRoms for light house D. Box 102. Rockland.
TWO
LARGE
VANS
will
be
In
vicinity
of
part
of
Maine
during
the
summer
keeping,
with
bath.
3
BAY
VIEW
SQUARE.
ni Association at Knox Hotel its set
•straight man,” and Ethel Abbott, ren Friday and Saturday afternoons, Rockland. May 20 and would like return
FOR SALE Hard fitted wood, $16 cord,
Tel
194-2
70*73
SOUTH
SOMERVILLE
for Thursday evening at 7 o’clock;
season. They seek to rent a cottage sou-brette.
load to Boston or vicinity at reduced rate.
(—adv.
mixed fitted wood $14 cord.
A W. FITCH,
CLARK. REID A CO . 343 Green St., Cam
66*71
TO LET -3 large rooms for light house Thomaston, Me.
the annual graduation ball will be
Miss Annie Allard of Windsor was or to find board. There is no prepared i
bridge.
Mass.
36-tf
keeping.
all
modern,
also
furnished
front
FOR SALE—New Cabin Launch 29*2x6%.
hel'd at Watts had Friday evening a Sunday guest -of her mother, Mrs.
69*71
list of such accommodations any-!
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED—Called for room for man only. Tel. 348-M.
Oak planking and frame, 25 h. p. Standard
with music by McKeen’s Orchestra Susan Allard who is in poor health.
and delivered.
Work guaranteed.
ROCK*
DR.
TO LET—Newly furnished rooms, and light Engine, jumn Spark, 4 cyl 4 cycle.
of Belfast.
LAND HARDWARE (X). Tel 791.
55>tf
L. W. Bartlett is in Washington, where to be had, but there ought to I
housekeeping rooms, excellent location, good ALLYNE PEABODY. tyoma-Ron. Me 65-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mason of painting the buildings of W. M. be. We propose carrying in our col- t
home.
MRS.
W
H.
MILLIGAN.
16
Sum

FOR SALE—Seven room house, good cellar,
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
69-74
Keene. N. H., visited in Thomaston Staples. He has traded his Ford for limn of classified advertising an-!
electric lights, flush closet. Garage and hen
the Rockland Hair Store, 376 Main St Mail mer St.
Good
orders solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES
nouncements of tliis character, which
and Rockland last week.
It may be a new Chevrolet.
TO LET—2 Small Camps furnished at Hos houses, one minute to electric cars.
Price
1-tf
mer’s Pond by the week,, or by the month. location, beautiful view of harbor.
remembered that Mr. Mason had a
Mias Alice Hewett of Winthrop the paper will convey to distant points
reasonable.
TEL. 472-4.
65-71
I DW1N A. DEAN, Rockland. Maine
Tel.
NEW AND SECOND HAND SHOES. Cloth
large part in making plans for the was a weekend guest of her parents, and copies of which we can mail in
69-80
FOR SALE—Thomaston Bowling Alley with
ing. Crockery and Household Goods Bought 321-5
response to inquiries for information.
new High School building.
He ex Mr. and Mrs. William B. Hewett.
overhead.
and Sold.
C T. BRAGG. Rankin Block
TO LET—Tenement of 4 rooms.
Enquire tenement
Bunker Blacksmith Shop on Green street
The
attention
of
those
with
boarding
pressed himself as much pleased with
8
tf
♦ 10 LAUREL ST.
G8*7O
Mrs. Delja Bartlett who has been
60x70.
Would make fine garage
the work Everett Spear, the con in poor health this spring is a lit accommodations, or cottages for rent
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
Dwelling house on Beechwoods street, 7
TO LET—(Jarage.
Centrally
located.
or sale, is invited to this opportunity
tractor. had done.
Trucking and Moving
ll*tf
Also a cottage at Holiday Beach for August. rooms, excellent condition.
tle better.
Flint farm, Beechwoods street, 6 rooms,
Inquire
at
41
MASONIC
ST
68-70
to
obtain
publicity
at
very
small
cost.
“The Sea Breeze” edited by the T.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Harrington of
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at tnu office
12 acres.
House in good shape.
H. S. graduating class has made its Gardiner, were recent callers of their
and examine styles.
If you already have
TO LET—June 20th modern and convenient
Newhall farm. 40 acres, fields, buildings
a plate bring it in and let us print >ou cards live room apartment, shed and cemented cel excellent condition.
appeara nee.
35 acres wood lot,
sister. Mrs. 'Walter Sprague, and of
in latest size.
THE COURIER GAZETTE lar, gas and coal range, city water, elec farming tools.
STRAND THEATRE
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Spear spent Mrs. Ella Brann.
tric lights, flush closet, gas, hard wood floors
5-room house on Erin street. Good repair.
Sunday in Camden.
on lower floor, all in fine condition.
ROB
Saturday John Grotton made two
These are bargains. Inquire DR. ALLYNE
PETITION FOR FISH WEIR
ERT 1 . (OLLINS. 375 Main Street. 67-tf
PEABODY, Thomaston
65-tf
'Donald George, is at home.
In every respect the prettiest and
trips to Rockland with his truck,
Earl Cogan opened his cottage at hauling fertilizing lime for Sam and peppiest musical comedy attraction
FOR SALE—Fairbanks-Morse
Blectric
TO LET—Furnished house on Summer St
Vinalhaven. Me.. June 7, 1924.
Naturally, there must be To the Municipal Officers of Vinalhaven. Me . MRS. A C. MeLOOX, 33 Grove St. Tel Generator, 110 volt. 3(£k. w.. belt drive, ad
Gay’s Island Sunday.
Several Arno Bartlett and William Hewett. that has visited Rockland for many
67-tf
justable base, 150 lights or battery charging.
•Respectfully petitions Frank A. Kimball of 2-i -M.
friends were entertained.
some reason why Duro has
years. That was the verdict of the
GEORGE ROBERTS & CO . INC., 10 Lime
Jr.
VinaJtaven that he desires to erect' and
TO LET—Furnished rooms.
17 Lindsey rock Street, Rockland. Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smalley of St.
62-tf
near
capacity
house
last
night,,
an
l
it
maintain
a
flrti
weir
in
the
waters
of
W.
Mrs. Irene Tillson of Belgrade
grown to be the largest ex
Street MRS. ASENATH AC’HORN. 65-70
Penobscot
Bay,
beginning
on
the
western
George were in town Sunday.
is
a
verdict
which
is
sure
to
be
en

FOR SALE—-New General Electric Motors
preached another of her helpful
clusive
manufacturer
of
private
water
systems
in
the
world.
shore of Leadbettcr’s Island at the mouth of
TO LET—Two large sunny rooms all fur- 3-5-10 h. p, with starters and switches; 60
Maynard Linekin who attends Uni sermons Sunday morning to an in dorsed by* all who see Ben Loring and
round Cove, socalled. and extending in a nlshed for light housekeeping
TE1. 411-W cycle. 2ift watts, 3 phase
Apply D.
versity of Mane is home for the terested congregation. She will be his Greenwich Village Revue every
The reason is that the founders of Duro had faith that the
general southerly direction 150 feet more or or inquire at 34 FULTON ST.
64-Tf
SHAFTER, 15 Rockland St , Rockland, Me.
summer.
60-tf
here next Sunday at 10.30 and at the afternoon and evening this week.
American
people
would
welcome
a
water
system
which
would
F A. KIMBALL
TO LET—Storage for furniture, stoves, piMrs. E. K. Winchenbach ie spend Brown schoolhouse at 2 p. m.
Ben Loring is a comedian new to
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan’s
1’pon the foregoing pctlUoa—
(iw0<i clean rooms.
Inquire J H
give
real
city
water
service
to
suburban
and
farm
homes.
Me
Tel.
ing a few days with her daughter,
Island,)
6
rooms,
oak
finish,
well-built
;
sightly
•Ordered,
That
public
notice
be
given
as
MELVIN,
21
Gay
St
,
Rockland
Rockland-theatre-goers, but he cap
__ 62-tf _ location close by shore.
Garage and out
required by law not less than three days
Mrs. Harold Smalley in Worcester,
tures
his
audience
before
he
has
The
original
idea
of
a
carefully
designed
and
honestly
built
buildings,
water
in
house
Acre
and
half
before the 14th day of June, 1924, upon , TO LET—Furnished rooms for light house
RAZORVILLE
Mass.
spoken a dozen words. His comedy
Fine place for summer home. At
Hatch day at 4 o’clock p. ni. a hearing will keeping for couple.
MRS. II. BREWSTER, of land.
product
sold
at
a
close
price
has
always
been
strictly
adhered
Mrs. Maude Cogan is clerking at
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Howard of lines are not a mere jargon of non
a bargain.
Address DR. I. B GAGK, At
l)C given upon said petition in the Select!- , 72 Camden St.
Tel. 335-1.
57-tf
to. As a result the organization has grown until there are
lantic. Me
57*tf
men’s Office to the end that all persons may
E. K. Winchei.bach’s dry goods store. Belfast attended the baccalaureate sense and repetition, but contain ma
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
have
full
opportunity
to
show
cause
why
FOR SALE—Covered body for ton truck, bs
The Penobscot Bay Oil (Jo. which exercises of the graduating class of terial for a good hearty laugh based
now nearly 17,000 Duro dealers all over the country.
and musical instruments or anything that
said permit should not be granted.
requires a dry, clean room
Terms rea good as new; also all kinds of second hand
•ecently leaded of N. F. Andrews the the Washington High School here on real humor. The second comedian
Signed
sonable.
FLYE’S GARAGE, 221 Main St., lumber. C. E GROTTON. Tel. 14-3 ( amO V. DREW,
West End Garage is putting in new Sunday afternoon.
den
57.-tf
Felix Le Clair gives him strong sup
Rockland
40-tf
L B DYER,
tanks and pumps.
Missionary Overlock has been in port and there are no dull moments
Municipal Officers of Vlnalhaven, Me.
FOR SALE-—Chase heading and shingle
Ross Wilson is at home for a week. Belfast. Waldo Station, Brooks, Unity when those two fun-makers are on
Summer Cottages and Board machine In good condition Cali or write
BARRY A SWIFT. East Warren, P. O adMrs. George Creighton and two sons and Troy the past week.
the stage.
TO LET—Seven room cottage, ’ The Out dr?hs. Thomaston, R. F. D.
51*71
were guest« Monday of Mrs. R. K.
(Lawrence Howard has gone„to Bos-’ In fact there are no dull moments
look,’’ at Crescent Beach
Apply to MRS.
FOR SALE—The homestead of the late
SARAH TOLMAX. Waldoboro. Me.__ 70-tf
Shibles in Camden.
ton and Hyde Park where he has work anyhow. Every second is occupied
Carl W. Thurston In Union.
On State
are made in many sizes and styles—
TO LET—The Pines cottage at Mirror Lake. K »ad and R. F. D. Route.
(Misses Saidie and Emma Davis of for a few months.
Less than one
by something well worth watching
for a bungalow, or country club; for
West Rockport—Nicely furnished, with use mile from schools, It. R and stores.
Con
East Friendship were in town Mon
Ralph Hibbert and family attended or listening to—the handsome set
Sea Shells and Grit For
of boat
High elevation and among tiu tains about sixty acres of excellent, land
shallow wells, deep wells, or cisterns.
day.
the ball game at Togus Sunday.
pines 75 feet from lake.
For weekends or in a high state of cultivation
Cuts t»«
tings and the lively chorus being
Baby
Chicks
bv the week, month or season.
W A tons of hay.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis G. Copeland.
They are compact, powerful, and auto
Mrs. Edith Overlook and Minot close rivals in point of attractiveness.
Large young orchard
Good
CLEVELAND, 33 Pacific St , Rockland, Me buildings lighted by electricity.
Must be
Miss Ella Copeland, Mra. Alden Bowman attended church at Wash The members of the chorus are
matic. They are driven either by elec
«iS-70
sold to settle the estate. H. L. GRINNELL,
Matthews and Mrs. Jennie Daniels ington Sunday.
55-t*
Pauline Hinman, Rose Hughes. Billie
tric motor or gasoline engine.
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Ocean House. Adrnr., Union, Me.
motored to Port Clyde Sunday in
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Stewart of Brewer, Vera La Belle. Helen Winan.
Port Clyde, Me.
11 chambers, garage, BilFOR SALE—Farm at West Rockport—80
Mr. Copeland’s new Hudson.
Rockland visited Mrs. Aldana Less- Bernis Roswell, Alice iStewart, and
There is no mystery about a Duro
lard Hall partly furnished. Address ALDEN acres.
Best money maker in Knox County.
E. STUDLEY, R. No 2, Waldoboro. 66-tf
All members of Battery F are or ner last week.
Easy terms.
L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St ,
System —it is simple, practical and
Frankie Clark. The musical numbers
Rockland
Telephone 665-2.
53-tf
dered to meet at the Armory Tues
Mr. and Mrs. Willard E. Overlook are directed by Bob Roswell, who is
TO
LET
—
For
the
summer,
furnished
house
carefree. But there are many reasons
of seven rooms at South Cushing, Maine,
FOR SALE—9-room house; hot water heat,
day evening for drill. There will be attended the 'birthday party of Mas an artist in bringing out harmony.
pleasantly located on the Georges River. cement cellar; modern improvements; large
why a Duro System will give you
no drill Thursday evening.
ter Willard Howard at Union Friday
$150 for tiie season.
ANNIE FILLMORE, garden.
New grocery business well stocked.
The Greenwich Village RevjAe has
Mrs. Loretta Harrington, who has and helped him celebrate his fouth
longer
and
better
service.
Mars Hill, Maine
63*7l-tf
M. G. GURNEY, 3 Park St.. Camden. 47-tf
two predominating stars in their line.
been staying in town the past two birthday.
TO LET OR FOR SALE—At a bargain, two
FOR SALE—Small gas heater, cheap.
One is Oliver iSan Souci, who is
in ohJ ast us to Jemoustrati Dun
months, went to St. George Saturday.
Willard Clark has sold his car to
Insist on Merrill’s Shells for your
furnished summer cottages. S and 9 rooms, at COURIER GAZETTE OFFICE.
42-tf
easily the most graceful and versa
fiaturts
to
jou
—
we
will
gladlf
Owl
’s Head, Maine. Address B. F. HUSSEY,
Earl Boynton.
Poultry, and Merrill's Baby Chicks
FOR SALE—Second hand Brunswick Cabi
tile dancer any Rockland stage has
30 Church street., Everett, Mass.
46*85
quote
prices
also.
Mrs. Georgia Bowman has sold the
as they contain all the minerals of
net 'Phonograph ; 2 Cornets; 1 Bass Drum; 1
seen in a generation. No music is
There will be a sale of cooked food,
COTTAGE AT
CRESCENT BEACH—To Flat Back Mandolin. STUDLEY INC., Music
the ocean which is necessary to the
Mary Cunningham place to Aldorus
needed to bring out his unusual
rent for the summer; has five sleeping rooms Dept., Rockland
aprons, seeds, bulbs, flowers and Jone<3. •
36-tf
health of baby chicks, and should
and large living room, with fireplace, fine
ability, lie is his own accompanist.
plants at the Congregational vestry
FOR SALE—Burpee's Furniture
Polish.
kitchen. Every room furnished. Fine well
be fed freely, and will be found a
He is sure of several recalls every
Used In Rockland for sixty years.
Large
next Saturday afteroon at 2 o’clock.
of water. E. B HASTINGS
45-tf
preventative for leg weakness.
ELECTRAGIST
bottle 60c ; small bottle 30c. BURPEE FUR
VINALHAVEN
•time his act is presented.
Tea and light refreshments will be
SELL OR RENT—Summer cottage at NITURE COMPANY.
I-tf
Sold by
Miss Alice Guilmatte, the prima
Pleasant Beach, South Thomaston.
Beauserved. All who have seeds, plants
444 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
FOR SALE—The steam heating plant used
tlful location.
Cottage comfortable and
Vote for J. O. Brown for Represen- donna, is a star far beyond the
or bulibs to donate please take them
KNOX GRAIN CO.
well equipped for at least six persons. GoinI , In our old office includes radiators and colls.
to the vestry Saturday forenoon or U.tivo, firs t North Haven man in the’calibre of those usually carried by
Reckland, Maine
Isold as is or taken down. THE COURIERgarage.
ENSIGN OTIS, Rockland, Me.
GAZETTE.
42-tf .
’ field for ten years.—adv.
70*72 ‘companies which play week stands.
39-tf
tn.tifj Mrs. C. A. Creighton.

USED

CARS

SNOW-HUDSON CO.

bEverybody’s Column

Social Circles
n addition to personal notes recording
departures and arrivals, the department
especially desires information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent
ay mail or telephones will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .................................... 771-770

Rev. Benjamin P. Browne and Mrs.
Browne, Mrs. Hope Brewster, I)r. H.
W. Frohoek and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Kelley B. Crie and Mrs. Frank M.
Ulmer went today to Sanford, rep
resenting the First Baptist church as
delegates to the Maine Baptist Con
vention.

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Melvin and
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Leacli have
arrived home from Portland where
they attended Barnum and Bailey’s
circus.
Miss Ruth Montgomery will be
hostess June 18 at a dance to be
given by the Camden Yacht Club.

Mrs. Belle Corthell has returned
from New York after taking her
brother J. M. Clark to Sailors' Snug
Harbor.

Systems

MERRILL’S

A. T. THURSTON

with John Peters in- general charge.

The public is cordially invited to visit the Carpet
Department, second floor, and see this interesting col
lection. The prices are surprisingly low.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
ROCKLAND, ME.

Five or six-days each month he will
will be back at his desk in New
Haven to see that his business is not
at loose ends, but Wan-e-set is the
big word on his guide board.

(Maurice Hill is home from SeThe W. C. T. V. will meet with
Mrs. Jeanette Dunton, Mechanic boomuok fur a fortnight’s vacaWon.
street. June 20 at 2.30. Annual elec He is in the employ of the Great
Northern Paper Co.
tion of officers.

The large and fashionable audience
that filled the Baptist church last
evening listened with unaffected de
light and bountiful applause to the
program presented iby the Harmony
Club, that popular organization of
Rockland’s younger musical
set.
This is the announced program, only
one number of which had to be
omitted, the group of Scottish songs,
and that naturally was regretted on
both sides.

Harmony Chorus Eastern Song,
Daniels
Vocal—a. Hush’d Is My Lute,
Montague S. Phillips
b. June in Killarney,
George B. Ncvin
Miss Celia Brault
Vocal with viofln obligato—Springtide.
Becker
Mrs. LorP.a Bicknell, Miss Myra Linekin
Piano—Waltz, in E Major,
Mozkowski
Miss Gertrude Saville
Vocal Vissi D’Arte, Vissl D’Amour. Puccini
Miss Mabelle Brown
Reading with musical setting—The Usual
Way,
Phyllis Fergus
Miss Adelaide Cross
Violin Souvenir,
Drdla
Miss Elizabeth Knight
Vocal—The Summer Idyll.
S Coleridge Taylor
Miss Margaret Harrington
Mrs. Ernest C. Young and son Er
Part II

nest have arrived from Boston and Organ and Piano—Meditation de Thais.
opened their summer cottage at Bat
Massenet
Miss Kathleen Singlil, Mrs. Geneva Huke
tery Beach.
Vocal—a. Contentment.
b Conic To The Garden. Love,
Mrs. Charles E. Hall arrived from
Mary Turner Salter
Mrs. Kathleen Marston
Castine last week and is the guest of
Vocal Duet—Carisslma,
Penn
Mr. and Mrs. I’. 1’. Bicknell.
Miss Bernice Richardson, Miss Beth Hagar
^“"art cnnlTTlT,. th. Rye.
Miss Addie Snow, who has been
b. Annk Laurie,
making a visit at Riverside, Calif.,
c Loch Lomond,
the guest of her sister, Mrs. H. A.
2' Auld'l^nCs'yne.
Bain, is enroute home. She was ac
dliss Frances Flanauan, Miss Esther Stevencompanied on a part of her way by
son. .Miss borolliy Blrtllvn. .Miss Leah
Mrs. Bain, and together they toured
Freeman. Miss (krtrudc Smith. .Mrs. <’arleen Xiitt
the famous Yosemite region.
Piano -.Hungarian Rhapsody. Xo 13.
Llzst

There Must

Water

QUALITY ORIENTAL RUGS

Charles W. Littlefield, who has
been spending a few days at his
former home on Limerock street, left
Sunday for Montclair, N. J. He will
attend commencement at Phillips
Andover enroute, and appear in the
lineup of the Alumni team at the an
nual ball game. ‘‘Charlie’’ now tips
the scales at 180, but is in prime con
Mrs. Elmer. S. Bird has been en
dition, and ought to give a good ac
tertaining with a house party at her
count of himself at first base.
Broadway home the ladies of the
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Small and Dorcas Club.
Misses Edna and Doris Small have
Misses Burdell Strout and Helen
opened their cottage at Crescent
Dunbar of -the Fuller-Cobb-Davls
Beach for the summer.
staff are in Boston and New York
Mrs. William Sharpe, who came markets this week.
home to attend the funeral of her
I. R. Cutler of the Cutler-Cook Co.
grandfather, the late Capt. J. W.
Crocker, has returned to New Y'ork. has returned from a business trip to
New York.
The Kalloch Class of the Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis spent
j church will meet this afternoon with
the weekend in Portland, guests of
Mrs. Carl Cassens, Camden street.
the H. H. Stovers. N. B. Cobb joined
Mr. and Mrs. Clarke B. Frost of them there and the trio returned last
Lisbon, N. H.. were out of town night.
guests at an outing held Sunday by
Mrs. Gladys Hall, formerly of
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Rhodes, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph W. Hanscom. Mr. Swan’s Island, was In Portland yes
and Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., Judge terday, taking in the Ringling Bros,
and Mrs. A. L. Miles and Mr. and circus.
Mrs. Lloyd N. Lawrence at Liberty
F. J. Bicknell has returned from a
Lake. An informal hall game was
one of the features, until Mr. Tirrell. business trip which lasted from April
star performer, had the misfortune 17 to Saturday night and took him
around the business circuit with
to sprain one of his ankles.
Pittsburg as its western extremity.
Miss Lottie Lawry of Masonic
Mrs. Emily
Hitchcock is in
street spent Thursday with Mrs. Ed.
Boston this week.
C. McIntosh, Prospect street.

Miss Ivcrnia G. Moore entertained
14 of 'her friends at her home, Juni
per Hill, Saturday afternoon In
honor of her birthday. Games were
played. The decorations were pink
and green, favors at the table being
pink and green May baskets filled
with candy. Miss Moore received
many nice and useful presents.
Those present were Margaret Bea
ton, Ermonia Smith. Margaret Ham
ilton. Evelyn Hamilton. Mary Small,
Bessie Htfciter, Eva Hunter. Flora
Hamlin, Mary Thomas. Hazel Knight,
Helen Knight, Margaret Pendleton,
and Emily Strong. They report a
good time and are talking of having
a picnic in the near future.

Miss .Mary Waspatt

Nelson Mullen of North Haven was Vocal—June ta In My Heart. Graham Vaughan
Miss Adelaide Cross
a visitor in the city yesterday.
Organ Solo—Finlandia,
Sibelius

(

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL

According to our established custom we are now
holding our annual sale of

SPECIAL
PRICES
On Some Small Lots of
WOMEN’S WHITE CANVAS
OXFORDS
AND
PUMPS,
Leather Soles and Some with
Rubber Soles—most all sizes
in the lot

Mrs. L. E. Higgins, who has been
in the city to spend Memorial Day.
returned to her summer home at Seal
Harbor, Saturday.
She motored
through with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Libby and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Bridges, who spent the weekend with
her.

DURO^m.Lead

treason

CONCERNING ORIENTAL RUGS

Mrs. David Osier and daughters
Mrs. H. H. Flint is the guest of
Margaret and Mrs. Hiram Arey. and
Mrs. Arey's little son David went to her niece, Mrs. E. E. Marston, River
side street, Portland.
Waterville Monday.

JThe Woman's Foreign Missionary
|ciety connected with the CongreItional church meets Wednesday
rnoon at 3 o’clock with the
Misses Young, North Main street.
This is the last meeting of the sea
son.
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James J. O'Hara

Your Choice

98 CENTS
This is an exceptionally good
trade

WOMEN’S PATENT
LEA
THER CUT OUT NOVELTY
SANDALS

COMFORT
This Hot

Weather

is

Obtainable

Out-of-Doors and on the Cool Porch.

GOOD THINGS FOR THE TABLE

ELERY soup I s always en
joyed by those who like the
flavor of that vegetable.
Cream of Celery Soup.—Chop five
stalks of celery and pound in a
mortar. Cook in a uuuble boiler
with two slices of onion and four
ehpfuls of milk thirty minutes. Melt
three tublespoonfuls of butter; utld
three tablespoonfuls of Hour and
cook one minute, then gradually
pour on the hot milk, stirring con
stantly. Season with salt and pep
per; add one-half cupful of cream;
strain Into a tureen and serve at
once.
Brussels Sprouts With Chestnuts.
—Boil a quart of Brussels sprouts
until tender; drain and cook iu
three tablespoonfuls of butter. Cook
one-quarter of a cupful of butter
with two teaspoonfuls of sugar un
til browned. Add one cupful of
boiled chestnuts and cook until the
chestnuts are brown, then add the
sauteed sprouts, one-third of a cup
ful of brown stock, one-lialf tea
spoonful of beef extract, one-half
teaspoonful of salt, a few grains
of cayenne; reheat and serve hot.
Lamb Fricassee.—Cut in serving
sized pieces three pounds of lamb
from the fore-quarter. Cover with
boiling water and cook slowly un
til the meat is tender. Remove
from the water, cool, sprinkle with
salt and pepper; dredge with flour
and saute in butter. Arrange on
a platter and pour around the meat
u brown sauce prepared from
browned flour, butter and. the li
quor in which the meat was cooked.
FJprvp with
Peach Fritters.—Mix and sift one
cupful of flour, two teaspoonfuls of
baking powder, three tablespoonfuls of sugar and one-quarter of a
teaspoonful of salt. Add gradually
one-third of a cupful of milk, one
well-beaten egg and three peaches,
cut into small pieces. Drained
canned peaches may be used. Drop
by spoonfuls Into deep fat. hot
enough to brown a one-inch cube of
bread In a minute. Drain on brown
paper and sprinkle with powdered
sugar.

DISPLAY OF

Wc have comfortable Couch Ham

Porch Furniture,

Elephants .
Rockers, Chairs,

Rush Scats and Backs, Tables, Green

or Natural Finish.

COMPREHENSIVE

350

40
Funny

MENAGERIE

ARENIC
ARTISTS

Priced Right.

OF THE FINEST
ftNIMAl SPECIMENS

CLOWNS

7Re
20 th
CENTURY
„v WONDER
(
SHOW

Have you bought your Refrigerator?

HOVE : I

We carry all sizes and grades.

n the Onward march of
pnogness/on the Hutomob/le

IS SUPERSEDING THE HORSE BND H

9

"HORSELESS AGE"IS FREELY °RED/CTED
mll never be
.
BS THE SPARKS C/RCUS LIVES!

STONINGTON

The Obitubrt of the horse
WRITTEN BS LONG

FURNITURE CO.
313-315 Main St. Rockland. Tel. 745-J

EUROPEAN TRAINED-HORSE SHOW,

KNOW YOUR LIBRARY

and

PLANTS EARTHQUAKES

High Jumping exhibitions

TWO PERFORMANCES DAILY
AT 2 and © P.M.

Some
Interesting
Facts
Also Tows Targets For Big
Which Every Patron of the
Guns On Short Hawsers—
Institution Should Know.
Manila Bay Defences.
A new feature in advertising ap

The Strand

of
Course

ALL THIS WEEK

“THE GREENWICH VILLAGE REVUE”
Music and vaudeville extraordinary

A carload of scenery and trunkloads of pretty
costumes
And a cast of stars, headed by—

LORING

Feature pictures for the week—
TODAY—“FACE TO FACE"
AND THURSDAY—“LONESOME CORNERS”

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY—“TIPPED OFF”
COMING—“IN THE PALACE^OF THE KING”
Special Matinee Price for Children, Friday and Saturday—10 Ctc.

SFREE
0*!?ctaest
STR®t parade

a/S/M Off SH/NC

EXKMS OPEN ONE HOUR CURLIER TO PUBLIC. ROWING
AMPLE TIME TO VISIT THE MENAGERIE DEPARTMENT

PRICES Children under 12 30c; Adults 7Sc
Including Tax

Seats on sale Circus Day at Kittredgee’s Pharmacy
300 Main Street, Same Price As At Show Grounds

peared in the monthly statements of
the Rockland National Bank this
month. Book marks, with the greet
ing “Know Your Public Library” and
the following interesting facts were
issued by the library and distributed
by the hank in this manner.
The
back of the book mark bears the fa
mous William Yust verse “I am the
Book.”

ROCKLAND
NEW COUNTY ROAD CIRCUS GROUNDS

KNOW YOUR PUBLIC LIBRARY
When Is It Open?

lEvery week day from 9 a. m. until
9 p. m.
All legal holidays except Thanks
giving and Christmas, Fourth of
July and Labor Day.
Every Sunday afternoon from 2 un
til 5 o’clock. (From October to June
inclusive).

THE SARAH QUIMBY

Who May Use It?

Any resident of Rockland may bor
row books from the library.
There is no red tape! The'*e is no
expense!
IXon-residents are cordially invited
to make free use of the reading and
reference dejiartments and may bor
row books from the library upon
payment at the rate of $3.00 per year.
($1.50 for six months, etc.)
(Books are loaned to schools and
libraries without payment.
How Do I Become a Borrower at the
Library?

(Each person must register at the
brary and receive a library card.
This entitles the holder to borrow
any reasonable number of books at
a time.
(Recent fiction and current maga
zines are loaned for a period of
seven days and may not be renewed.
All other books are loaned for four
teen days and may be renewed.
Books may be renewed by tele
phone.
(Call 564-W.)
Give the
name of the borrower, date the book
is due and the number of the book
(found on the pocket in back of the
bock.)
A charge of three cents is made
for each day a book is held overdue.

Bay Pont, for a Northwest wind to
drift her to High I:band. When she
Scow That Was Wrecked and Lost was Hold my brother Alvin bought
Her Entiris Crew.
her as she lay on the shore, repaired
her, and my brother William sailed
her, freightng lumber from Bangor
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
In your issue of June 3 Willis Snow 1 to Boston. Alvin put deep shoes cn
[her three keels. Thus the scow
mentions the scow Sarah Quimby. 1
J would work to windward and beat
am quite sure it was early in the ’ most of tin schooner coasters.*
winter of 1859 this scow was in Bel
Mr. Snow’s list of vessels alludes
fast loaded with kilnwood and bound to the ship Laura Snow. This is
for Rockland. It was a bi.tter cold probably the bark Laura Snow, built
night with a strong Northwest wind. ! in this place by the late George
The e ' iCr ef the wood was very I Thorndike in ISIS a el toptained by
anxious to have them sail that even ! his 'brother Eben, who was then 23
L. E. Fogg.
ing. as he feared the scow might get ' years old.
Son.h Thomaston, June 9.
frozen in and lie in that harbor all
winter. So they sailed for Rockland
and the crew of two men werc/never
Know the tremendous pulling power
heard of again. Tho scow was found
the next morning, dismasted, on the of Courier-Gazette ads.
shore of High Island. No one knows
what happened but the two men may
have been knock'd into the water
when tiie mast went by the board.
\
My recollection is that the boat was
gone.
It seems to me the scow must have
been dismasted between Camden ami

EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

Our line of summer dresses is now
complete and is ready for your in
spection; give us a call. Cutler-Cook
Co.—adv.
70
Every issue of The Courier-Ga
zette is a salesman, visiting three
times a week the homes of this vi
cinity and soliciting business for its
advertisers.

Last Time Today
WM. DESMOND

MATTRESS V
100% Pure

The long, silky fibres
specie by grown
and
processed the DAYSON
way assures an unusu
ally goed mattress;

IN

“BREATHLESS
MOMENTS”

All the Comfort
in the World

—Also—

“The Way of a Man”

Gee the complete lino of
DAYSON Beds, Springs
and Mattresses at your
dealer’s. Writs us for
feldor No. 124.

Wednesday-Thursday

“The Plunderer”

H. L. DAY & SONS CO.
Mfrs, Bangor, Maine

—With—

Frank Mayo, Evelyn Brent
Tom Santschi, Peggy Shaw
The drama of a friendship greater
than the love of gold.

Full DAYSON Line at

NEWS

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

COMEDY

FRI.

Rockland, Me.

“IN FAST COMPANY"

PARK
|

r

Silk Floss Mattress

What Has the Library For Me?

Up to date reference .books.
'Daily newspapers.
(Boston, New
Lork and local.)
(Over seventy current magazines
with complete indexes to back files.
'The best of recent fiction.
'Over fourteen thousand books, em
bracing every class of kn»owledge.
(Our reserve book system assures
obtaining any book you wish.
'Our collection is supplemented (by
that of the State library and ma
terial not found in our collection is
gladly sent for.
(The Rockland Public
Library,
Rockland, (Maine.

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 7:00, 8:45

WEDNESDAY

2 Herds
OF PERFORMING

pleasing prices.

The Original and Only
LOTTA J. DARLING
The Wonderfully
Gifted Lady

Positively No Telephone Com
munication.
/

TRAINED
WILD

mocks, with and without Awnings at

For

BEN

u

EARTHS MOST WONDERFUL

The

•She’s astonished all her callers.
Men and women, youths and
belles;
We can’t tell how she tells won
ders,
But we only know she tells.

5_.

1

Si

THIS SEASON AUGMENTED

Boston Shoe Store

16 Summer Street, whero she
will remain a short time only.
Mrs Darling prophesied at what
time the war would end.
She
said the dam would fall in Ells
worth, Me. It fell three hours
and 15 minutes after Mrs. Darl
ing tock the train for Bangor.
Mrs. Darling's husband, who
passed away the 3rd day of
April, 1918, was a 32d deg-ree
Mason, a popular and eloquent
speaker at the State House, Bos
ton, Mass. He was also a can
didate for State Senatcr in the
12th ward in Boston.
Kind and pleasant is the lady,
Lady Darling—let me tell
The great gift she has from Na
ture,
Pleases many people well.
She can tell your past and fu
ture,
Who’s your enemy or friend;
And describe your many habits,
Ere she does her story end.

5 PAR KS

OWE VJON XO PMUsANTt
'TfcfxDE. \s to Quit rommiug
NEK. /XO AWD 'START TtLuttG
FOLK'S WOV1 R.OTTEU BMMESS
VS, SO THEN \MtLLFEEL
POOR, w! OU\T e>\JNtWG

C

•These boiler plate readers inserted
copiously in magazines and newspa
pers seeking to interest the youth of
$2.98 to $5.50
the nation in government service and
In seeing the world through a port
Something for the Children—
hole" may be effdBHve but Capt. Ed
Low in Price and Long in
ward O.’B. G<onia, retired, former
WEAR
master of the government mine layer,
Solid
Leather PLAY
OX
Gen. R. T. Franks, received a let
FORDS and BAREFOOT
ter the other day from his old first
SANDALS
mate that would out do all the canned
Sizes S to 8
arguments.
It had the intimate
touch of close friendship and told in
$1.00
an easy, carefree way the story of
Sizes 8'/js to 11
the mine planters daily doings at
(©, 1923, Western Newspaper Union.)
Fort Mills, Corregidor, Philippine i
$1.25
Islands.
Sizes H'/j to 2
‘‘We are very 'busy out here still
DOCTOR JARRES
working at the same old mine plant
$1.35
ing game,” the friend, mate Calvin
A. Carter, .formerly of Thomaston,
writes:
All Kinds of Sneakers and
I '“We have been towing targets for
^Tennis Shoes at
the big guns as well as all the
Money Saving Prices
ethers and when we are only 9C0
leet from the target and five to ten
milts away from the gun, why one
wonders where the next shot is going
278 MAIN STREET
to hit. But let me tell you these
ROCKLAND, ME.
people can shoot.
If a hostile fleet
should try to get into Maniia they
would know that there was a light.
Mrs. Mary E. Messer and Miss
“We are stationed on Corregidor
Lucy E Khodes will entertain the
which commands the entrance to Ma
ph.ritv
cii.i. at
„t Hilltop
Hint,... Inn
inn in War
\
Charity Club

nila Bay.
As Corregidor is an
ren Thursday.
island and there is a ships channel
on either side of it, the guns of the
Mp. and Mrs. W. A. Ilylman of
Friri cai^ command anything coming
Portland have been in the city the
in
We are 27 miles from Manila,
past week, guests at Hotel Rock
and get in town once in a while.
land.
‘ The climate here is hot witlh a long
rainy season which started last year
Miss Catherine McInnis has re
in June. * Then it is time to look
turned from a visit in S-omervilJe,
cut for typhoons.
Got two or three
Mass.
last year about like the gales at
home.
The quarters are nice and
Mrs. Ralph L. Smith is visiting her
we get a breeze there most of the
parents in Cushing, before returning
time.
The wife and daughter like
to her home in New London, Conn.
very much hut mention Thomaston
and 'Mary say’s ‘I’d go right now.’ ”
Mr. and Mrs. . Otis Witham of
At this point came the interesting
Nobleboro were visiting in the city
Doctor Jarres is vice chancellor 6tory of the dispersal of the old
Sunday.
and German home secretary or min “crowd”—some still in service, s|mc
ister for inner affairs.
o-ean steamboat!ng, some in high
Lorenzo Aehorn of Orff’s Corner
. ...
..
,r
,
places and some down and out. The
"as a visitor m the city Munday.
letter concluded with this clipping
-----Problem
from the Manila Bulletin.
Mrs. Isabelle Burpee is in Water
She was bidding her lover a fond
"A hostile fleet would have a tough
ville this week attending the com- farewell, for lie was going on a
time getting into Manila Bay if Cofmencement exercises of the Coburn prolonged trip around the world.
regidorians didn’t want ’em in.
Classical Institute. Her grandson Al
Tearfully she clung to him and
That’s the theory that the Corregidor
bert Larsen, is a member of the asked: “My dear Adolf, will you
forcea are going to prove Tuesday
graduating class.
be true to me when you are fnr by a few small fourth of July ex
away? Promise me that you will
plosions of a few hundred pounds
Miss Elizabeth Marsh has arrived write to me from every town you
of TXT, one of the snappiest working
home after an absence of ten months, visit!”
powders known.
spent among friends in Massachu
And as lie gathered her In his
“The mine layer Harrison has been
setts.
arms, lie cried: “Oil, Adn, Is It
putting down rixines for the last
love that prompts you to say this?
week. They’re scattered all over the
Mr. anl Mrs. !•’. I.. Newbert.
Mrs. Ada, swear to me, do you really entrance to the bfcy, connected by
.
4
Amos Dow cf Thomaston, Mrs. love me—or are you merely collect cableu to the control station on the
Harry French and Mrs. G. T. Wade ing foreign postage stamps?”—Cal
Rock. Tuesday, after all ships have
motored to Portland Wednesday and gary Daily Herald.
i been warned to get back and stay
spent the day shopping.
hack, the mines are to be set off.
______________
the Forgetful
i The presence of 600 pounds of TNT
Have you seen Oliver San Sdueie.'
in each mine is expected to lend a
“What’s that string tied around
the clever dancer with the GrcenThe
your finger for?”
J slight force to the explosions
wich
Village Revue at
Strand
“That's to remind me to look Ini tact that an explosion of such
my pocket for a memorandum to* sized bomb would cave in the side of
a warship, 500 feet away, is a fair
put a note on my desk to call niy
indication of how much sleep Corwife and ask her if she's forgotten
i-egidor ’residents are going to miss
this is our anniversary date.”—
American Legion Weekly.
Tuesday during the clay.
A few
thousand fli?h arh expected to suffer
1 y the mine explosions.
Several of
Exceptional values in the latest
those thousands are expected to 'he
style sweaters of many weaves and
killed immediately by the force of the
colors for summer wear at Cutlerexplosions.
Othei’s will be stunned
Cook Co.—adv.
70
by the concussions.
Fishermen are
So Long and Favorably
advised that there’ll be good pickings
Known Throughout New
Don’t insure your automobile until around tihe scene of tiie TNT work
But
you have heard how $1.00 bought shortly after the explosions.
England
{2300.
George Roberts & Co.. Inc.. the 'fishermen are advised not to
Has just arrived in Rockland
10 Limerock
Street,
Rockland. crowd too closely before the shooting
by request and taken parlors at
is over.”
Maine.—adv.
54-72

Icing
Janies Sullivan arrived from Bos Harmony Chorus—Irish Levs Song,
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn, Miss
ton Sunday, called by the sudden Accompanists Kathleen
Kinghi
illness of his mother, M|r». Mary
Guest Soloist—James J. O'Hara
Sullivan, whose condition was con
Both the vocal and instrumental
siderably less serious at last report. numbers were presented with much
ability and yielded the appreciative
Donald Hastings returned to Vni audience great pleasure. Mr. O'Hara’s
verslty of Maine yesterday, accom organ number was so well received
panied by his father. Albert M. Hast that he had to respond to a double
ings, who will attend commencement. recall. The decorations were beau
tiful and the whole occasion of such
K. B. MacAlllzter left Sunday for charm as to evoke anew the wish
New York, motoring as far as Port that the Harmony Club might oftener
land, with Alden Ulmer, Jr„ at the be heard in public concert.
wheel, and with Arthur Lindsey as a
fellow passenger.
Knitted sports wear redeems its
lost place by means of a trick of
Earle Perry is home from Moses fashion. At the beginning of the
Brown School, Providence, for' the season knitwear flickered sadly, and
summer vacation. He brings home its future seemed dubious, when in
many honors in indoor and outdoor rushed Paris, eternally vigilant, with
track, which he will doubtless repeat a nubbed material, bouclette, to save
in his next and last year there.
the day. Bouclette gives knitted
suits all the smartness they onee
Miss B,handena Armstrong came lacked, says Dry Goods Economist.
fr<im Concord, N. H., to attend class It is hopefully spoken of on all
day at the University of Maine Sat sides. There is the dress, the en
urday, in which her sister Grace par semble costume, the sweater, the
ticipated. She was met there by her scarf, and the long, slim coat. Brown
father. Dr. W. H. Armstrong, and the bouclette is used for the bodice of a
three came to Rockland for the dress and chintz embroidered in red
weekend.'
straw and tinsel for its skirt, an un
usual combination. The long tunic
Frank T. Pearsons of New Haven, over a separate skirt is soon to be
Conn., formerly of this city, is spend carried out in this medium, also. As
ing the summer at Wan-e-set Inn, the Reason advances everything turns
Tenant’s Harbor, combining the com into a tunic at its smartest point.
forts of that delightful resort with Some of these will be of chiffon
the nearer to nature recreation af weight. A chiffon nub yarn frock
forded by a eamp at Barter’s Point, follows the inevitable straight line.
which he has fitted up with a piano,but terminates in a striped border at
and radio set. When the mainland the hem.
becomes too circumscribed for his
Exceptional values in the latest
ideas he steps jauntily aboard a catboat, and with the Jolly Roger fly style sweaters of many weaves and
ing (in his mind's eye) he spends'colors for summer wear at Cutlerenjoyable hours on the raging main. J Cook Co.—adv.
70

MICKIE SAYS—

Last Time Today

THE BREAKING POINT
WITH

Nita Naldi, Ruth Miller,
| George Fawcett, Matt Moore

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

A STARTLING REVELATION. OF
THE SECRET OF YOUTH

|

AND BEAUTY

“BLACK OXEN
Gertrude Atherton's Novel Presented by Frank Lloyd Productions, Inc., and

Featuring—

CORINNE GRIFFITH and CONWAY TEARLE
The drama of a woman who thought she could change her heart by changing
her face.
An unrivalled beauty’s desperate fight to recall the fleeting years.

POSITIVELY NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

Every-Other-Day
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FRANK

FARRINGTON’S

CHANCE

CAM- of his friends. The formation of the
White club was the result, his friends
in Lewiston land Auburn, without
The Lewiston and Auburn Wallace either his knowledge or consent,
White club has been formed in the uniting themselves to urge that he be
second district. Congressman While, returned to congress because of his
who is in Mexico on the orders of record and the high place which he
President Coolidge, i« representing has won in national affairs.
‘Maine cannot afford to lose Con
tills country at the important radio
conference.
This cgnferer,-e deals gressman White.” said William H.
with cable wire and radio communi Whittum. president of the White
cation and is extremely important to Club.
“Especially the second dis
present business and shipping.
trict can not afford to lose a rrtan like
This is nc-t a matter of per
ICongreaaman White being unable White.
to come home fcr the primaries, left sonality. it is a matter of preserving
his campaign entirely in the hands to Maine the leadership which it has
CONGRESSMAN

Political Advertisements

Political Advertisements

’Are Exceedingly Good, His Friends Declare—Something
About

the

Candidate.

Republican

Latest reports from 1 he primary | lhr two years h? wan principal of
fcamp^ gn tire di.<:nct’y ! voraaie t - ; li • ILgh S hod ia .Machias and for
LHon. Krar.k G. Etringi n's chance.
;w » years more principal
of the
rjhis friends say, and in
unty j.-la whei. 1.1 High School.
During
•Jalone it is claimed that be
ii haw ills stay in the S-merret county shire
fa majority of "000.
' t wn, he studie 1 law in the oiflve
fe Hon. Erank G. Earringt
one i f c.f A.mu K. Butler.
Ethe candidates for the R»
ti '
• l his return to Augusta in 1900,
r nomination as Governor of >1 tine at
. studied 'av. in the office < f Hun.
f the primaries on Ja te 10, has en- j 1 < lie C. Cornish, now chief justice
P joyed a privilege th.*.t has h n the < 1 l.i Maine Supreme Court, hut in
Mot of very few men.
He has .been *.
.11 i f t'u.ii year intered H irv.ud

“Thev asked me to run

"My neighbors know
my record as a Citizen;

for

the

SHERIFF

townspeople

know

whether I was a good

and

Selectman;

on the Democratic ticket

Knox

KNOX COUNTY

County knows whether 1

and I said yes, boys, if

WHITE’S

PAIGN.

missioner.

elect me, 1 will give to

What more

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES

REPUBLICAN STATE PRIMARY

:an 1 say?”

the office the best there is

Every issue of The Courier-Ga
zette 19 a salesman, visiting three
times a week the homes of this vi
cinity and soliciting business for its
advertisers.

STATE OF MAINE

have been a good Com

you will nominate and

in Congress.
It would take Mr.
White, if lie had to start all over
again, years to reach the point of In
fluence which he has now reached.
Our motto is keep a good man on the
job and stand by President Coolidge,
at whose wishes and orders Con
gressman White is on foreign soil on
the business of tfle nation at a time
when his political fortunes must be
left in the hands of his friends.”

Republican Candidates to be voted for in the Primary Election June 16, 1924, in the County of Knox

Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of candidates, or a specimen ballot,

in me.”
Arthur U. Patterson.

FRANK W. BALL, Secretary of State

Five to One Hundred Dollars Fine

SPECIMEN BALLOT
MAKE A CROSS (X) IN THE SQUARE TO THE RIGHT OF THE NAME OF THE PERSON YOU

WISH TO VOTE FOR.

FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AS TO THE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE
ADD NAMES BY WRITING OR PASTING STICKERS IN BLANK

MARKED FOR EACH OFFICE.

THE POLITICAL WORD
The Status of LaFollctto

KEEP A GOOD MAN ON THE JOB

Roliert M. LaFollete, Jr., sun of the
Wisconsin Senator says that the
Wisconsin delegation will conduct it
self in Cleveland precisely as it did
n Chicago in 1920. The Senator’s
name will not be presented to the
convention, but the delegation will
cast its vote for him.

The voters of the Second District have the choice
Monday, June i6vh,between a candidate who is estab
lished on Committees; occupies a most prominent po
sition in Congress, and a candidate who has had no
experience.

• « • •

A B'o Farrington Club

That Hon. Frank G. Farrington of,'
Augusta, candidate fur the Republi
can primary nomination for governor
of Maine, has a large support among
the Republicans of Bangor and
Brewer is demonstrated by the for
mation of a Farrington Club in the
two cities with a membership of
1.289 in Bangor and 402 in Brewer.
The promoters of the c’.ub say that
hundreds are joining the club dally
ar.d that a total metnbershp of soma
1.000 will be reached in the two cities
aefore Primary day.
....
A Bryan Boomlet

Hen.

Frank

Ci.

Farrington, Republican CandiJaie
Nomination.

chosen by hi$> fellow legislators to
preside over both branches cf the
M line legislature.
In the 101 years that Maine has
been a State, there have been not
over five men who h ive b •• 1 so hon
ored.
I'riends of Senator Farrington
and hundreds of others who Lave
watched his career, both p litif-al and
private, feel that eve y honor h° has
re -eive 1
h -vn justified.
E r if
ever a man his \\ »a his wry to
prom ne ice by hi;; own < ffarts and
unflinching integrity, that man is
Frank Farrington.
It rn in Augusta, Sept. 1!, 1S72,
he has sp. nt his whole life in the
Capital of M i te except when he has
■been away at s ?ho. 1 or has been
tea liing.
In June. IS! 0. Senat ir Fa-rington
graduated freon the Cony
High
behQol in Augusta where he took
s. Iiolarship honors, and the follow
ing S» pten.iot r he e ntered Powdoin
College where lie again won honors
in his studies, was pitcher for two
year’ on the varsity nine and w i.s
voted the most popular mm in his
i lass.
lie re eived his degree from*
Bowdoin in 1894.
In September after his gra luaticn,
Senator Farrington married Miss
Marthti B. French of Bismark. N. D.

Fcr

Governorship

I iw S i o 1 v.'n -r,- he completed a
th a e-ye.i • course in two years.
From hi • graduation fr ni Harvard
Lav. S ho 1. to the present time,
ihei*
s b *n no cessation of his
. tlvities and no let-up in hi; steady
td . m.-ement to p-litic.H honors.
Sena.: .r Farrington .started his leg
islative career as assistant secretary
f the M tire Se :e in 1903 and was
re-elected to that position in 1995
a.d 190L
F r four years he was
iiy clerk of August i. for nine years
?. member of the Augusta Board of
Education and for three years. U.
5. Commissioner.
In 1916, he was
fleeted a member cf the Maine
II use of Representatives, re-elected
in 19IS, and chosen Speaker of the
House.
He was tie ted to sit in the
Senate in 1923 and again in 1922. and
w.ts eleet d President of the higher
branch.
In addition to all these
activities, he has had other important
interests.
He is a trustee of the
Lithgow Public Library cf Augusta, a
trustee < f the Augusta Savings Bank,
a member of the Alumni Council of
I owdoin Culleg . a Mason, an Odd
Fellow, a Knights of Pythias hnd a
member of the Augusta Kiwanis club.
For 35 years he has been a regular
attendant at the Congregational
church cf Augusta.

Political Advertisement

Political Advertisement

The sweeping victory of William
Jennings Bryan as a candidate for
lelegate-at-large from Florida to
Democratic National Convention is
ncouraging his follower), in that
-date to have his name placed beore the convention for the Presiden
tial nominatioh. Bryan’s vote was
mere than twice that received by any
other member of the delegation.
The show of strength by Bryan is
a serious awakening to old-time
Florida Democratic political mana
gers who were disposed to believe he
could not command much ol a fol
lowing. The result of the primary
has thrown a new light on Florida
political affairs. Bryan canvassed
the entire state in gn automobile. He
got in touch with the people in every
section.
The Bryan adulation of
1896 was revived.
Friends of Senator Fletcher are
listurbed. They see in Bryan a for
midable contestant in the next Sen
atorial campaign. The more en
thusiastic of Bryan’s adherents in
sist that his name shall go before the
New York convention. They point
out that he has proved he has a re
markable vote-getting ability once
he comes in contact with the people.
They say that several Democratic
states west of the Mississippi would
have given him their delegations had
he permitted them.

FOR

uc,.
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SHERIFF

In the June Primaries
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to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our sec
ond hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new mod
ern furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

279-285 Main St., Rockland
58-tf

CANNED FRUITS
Selected with utmost

care and packed in
heavy, flavorful syrup

THERE APE 99 SUPERBA PRODUCTS

For Governor

Leonard R. Campbell, Rockland

Adelbert L. Miles, Rockland

Vote for One

For State Auditor

Jethro D. Pease, Hope

Edwin J. Morrill, South Portland

Edwin S. Vose, Cushing

Vote for One

For Representatives to tbe Legislature

Vote for One

Glenn A. Lawrence, Rockland
Rodney I. Thompson, Rockland
Samuel E. Norwood, Warren
Zelma M. Dwinal, Camden
Hollis H. Gilchrist, Thomaston
Leroy E. Ames, Vinalhaven
James O. Brown, North Haven

Cyrus N. Blanchard, Wilton
Wallace H. White, Jr., Lewiston

For State Senator

Vote for One

George W. Gushce, Appleton

Elbert D. Hayford, Farmingdale

For Representative to Congress

George W. Walker, Warren

KEEP A GOOD MAN ON THE JOB
Maine lias always returned her Congressmen as long
as they would consent to return.
To fail to return Cfiigressman White to nomina
tion will be a had th.ing for Republican Supremacy
in the Second District of Maine.
C ongressnian W bite has observed every possible
care to make no canvass of his own. He has been
punctilious in his procedure. His opponent has had
the field to himself.
Let the Second District Republicans forget all per
sonal issues and look only to the good of the Country
and the District.

WAEEACE II.

Vote for One

Vote for One

For County Commissioner

STAND BY COOLIDGE—Coolidge is going to need
help in the House—sensible, experienced and honest
men who will be powerful assistance to him.
Congressman White has a leading position on
Merchant Marine, is Chairman of the Investigation
of the Shipping Board; is Chairman of the Com
mittee that is making all of the Radio-Legislation;
is author of the Bill for saving the Alaskan
Fisheries; is now sweating in Mexico at a PanAmerican Congress to settle intricate matters
relative to International air and electrical transmis
sion of intelligence.
.

Vote for One

For Judge of Probate

Edward K. Gould, Rockland

For Clerk of Courts

Vote for One

Milton M. Griffin, Rockland

WHITE AT THE

For County Treasurer

Ey William H. Whittum, Pres.; E. Farrington Abbott, Sec.

Vote for One

Edward R. Veazie, Rockland

YOU BELIEVE IN A SQUARE DEAL?

STATE OF MAINE

your support next Monday for that reason, and
because—

1.

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES!

KNOX COUNTY

Then you cannot help believing that it is time
North Haven had at least one county office. I ask

DEMOCRATIC STATE PRIMARY

I have been Selectman seven years and
have had experience in other town
offices.

Democratic Candidates to be voted for in the Primary Election June 16, 1924, in the County of Knox
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of candidates, or a specimen ballot,

FRANK W. BALL, Secretary of State

Five to One Hundred Dollars Fine

2.

I have made a success of my own busi

SPECIMEN BALLOT

ness, which includes one of the largest
farms in Knox county.

A Good Thine . DON’T MISS IT

3.

MAKE A CROSS (X) IN THE SQUARE TO THE RIGHT OF THE NAME OF THE PERSON YOU

WISH TO VOTE FOR.

I have worked for my party on com

FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AS TO THE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE

ADD NAMES BY WRITING OR PASTING STICKERS IN BLANK

MARKED FOR EACH OFFICE.

mittees and as an individual.

SPACES AND MARK CROSS (X) TO RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES.

DO NOT ERASE NAMES.

I thank you,
Vote for One

For United States Senator

JOHN B. CROCKETT

For County Treasurer

Vote for One

John L. Tewksbury, Camden

Fulton J. Redman, Ellsworth

Democratic Candidate for County Commissioner
For Governor
70-71

Vote for One

For Sheriff

Vote for One

William Raymond Erskine, Rockland

William R. Pattangall, Augusta

Arthur U. Patterson, Vipalhaven

To be Held for the Rural Carrier Ser
vice at ihe Stonington Office.

normal appetites are made glad by

•

For County Attorney

STAND BY COOLIDGE—Opponents of Mr. White
say that he did not stand by Coolidge on the veto
vote on the Bonus Bill because he did not vote.
Congressman W hitt? did not vote, because he was
in Mexico, sent there by the President. The fight
was made in the Senate and not in the I loiite.

THE LEWISTON-AUBURN WALLACE H. WHITE CLUB

Send your name and address plain
ly written, together with 5 cents (and
this slip) to Chamberlain Medicine
Co., Des Moines, Iowa, and receive
in retnrn a trial package containing
CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH REM
EDY for coughs, colds, croup, bron
chial. “flu” and whooping coughs,
and tickling throat; CHAMBER
LAIN'S TABLETS for stomach trou
bles, indigestion, gassy pains that
crowd the heart, biliousness and con
stipation; also CHAMBERLAIN’S
SALVE, needed in every family for
burns, scalds, wounds, piles and skin
affections; these valued family medi
cines for only 5 cents. Don't miss it.

Raymond E. Thurston, Rockland

Frank G. Farrington, Augusta

Where Smith Stands

While the Maine delegation was on
its way to Cleveland Sunday an
nouncement was made that John
Percy Deeting intended to run for the
Cnited States Senate against Senato Hale on account of ilia failure to
support President Coolidge on the
veto of the bonus bill. The same
feeling is felt towards Representa
tive Carroll L. Beedy of the First Dis
trict and the plan was favored of
getting someone to run against him
in the primary with stickers.

Frank E. Guernsey, Dover-Foxcroft

Louis A. Jack, Lisbon

now in Mexico on a mission for which he was se
lected by PRESIDENT COOLIDGE.

PRIMARY JUNE iGth. 1924

For the first time since he became
an avowed candidate for the Demo
cratic nomination for President. Gov
ernor Alfred E. Smith Sunday expresed himself in favor of revision of
the Volstead Act to allow states that
were so disposed to legalize the sale’
of light wines and beer. He also said
he believed the Ku Klux Kian to be
contrary to the very principles up
on which this country was founded.”

Lemuel A. Grant, Rockland

STAND BY COOLIDGE—Congressman White is

FOR

Vote for One

Bert M. Fernald, Poland

Ralph O. Brewster, Portland

VOTE

DO NOT ERASE NAMES.

For Sheriff

Vote for One

STAND BY COOLIDGE—Congressman White re
entered the Campaign (after having expressed a
purpose not to he a candidate) because of pressure
liy the friends of Mr. Coolidge in Washington and
by the desire of some of the leading men in Maine
and in Washington.

RURAL CARRIER EXAMINATION

Jaded appetites quicken, and

For United States Senator

« . * •

♦ ♦ • ♦

VOTE

Political Advertisement

Political Advertitijment

SPACES AND MARK CROSS (X) TO RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES.

The United States Civil Service
Commission has announced an ex
amination to be held at Rockland,
I Maine, cn June 28, 1924, to fill the
position of rural carrier at Stoning
ton and vacancies that may later
. occur on rural routes from that peat
office.
The salary of a rural carrier
on a standard daily wagon route of
24 miles is $1,800 per annum, with
an additional $30 per mile per annum
Cor each mile or major fraction
thereof in excess of 24 miles.
The
salary on motor routes ranges from
$2,450 to $2,600 per annum, according
to length.
Separate examinations
for motor routes and wag.in routes
ere no longer held.
Appointments
t ) both positions will be made from
the same register. The examination
will be open only to citizens who are
actually domiciled in the territory of
the Post Office where the vacancy
exists and who meet the other re
quirements set forth in Form 1977.

Vote for One

For State Auditor
Both men and women, if qualified,
may enter this examination, but ap
pointing office™ have the legal right
to specify the sex desired in requestlag certification of eligibles. Women
will not he considered for rural car
rier appointment unless they are the
widows of U. S. soldiers, sailors, or
marines, or the wives of U. «. sol
diers, sailors, or marines who are
physically dinqualified for examina
tion by reason of injuries received
in the line of military duty.
Form
1977 and application blanks may toe
obtained from the Stonington office
mentioned above or from the United
States Civil Service Commission at
Washington, 1). C.
Appllcationa
should be forwarded to the Commis
sion at Washington, D. C., at the ear
liest practicable date.
At the ex
amination applicants must furnish
unmounted photographs of them
selves taken within two years.

For County Attorney

Almond L. Hodgkins, Rumford

Oscar H. Emery, Camden
For Representative to Congress

Vote for One

Every

issue of The

Courier-Ga

is a salesman, visiting

three

times a week the homes of this vi
cinity and soliciting business for its
advertisers.

Philip Howard, Rockland

Bertrand G. McIntire, Norway
Albert W. Plummer, Lisbon

For County Commissioner

For State Senator

John B. Crockett, North Haven

Vote for One

William E. Bramhall, Friendship
Vote for One

Winfield S. Richards, Camden

Jesse Overlock, Washington
Vote for One

For Judge of Probate

Henry L. Withee, Rockport
For Clerk of Courts

*

For Representatives to the Legislature
Walter T. Prescott, Rockland
Herbert. N. Brazier, Rockport

Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., Rockland

Vote for One

Tyler M. Coombs, Rockland
zette

Vote for One

Harrison P. MacAlman, Rockland

—

Miller B. Hobbs, Hope
Ralph W. Davis, Friendship
Charles L. Boman, Vinalhaven
Lamar K. Lewis, North Haven

Ralph R. Rowell, South Thomaston
========3======S

